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Motivating Underachieving

Students to Write

Abstrac

This project reviews the causes of decreased motivation

to write as students grow older

and examines causes of

writing apprehension and factors which increase

underachieving students desire to write.

It discusses

fundamental relationships between theory, thought,
language, peer interaction, student-teacher interaction,
and sociocultural factors influencing adolescent
motivation to write.

It also specifies critical factors

for stimulating adolescent desire to produce meaningful
content and elaboration in writi ng.

Additionally, it

describes four activities one teacher implemented to

foster adolescent interest, owne rship, and satisfaction

in producing written expression.
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Motivating Underachieving Students to Write
Statement of the Problem

In school, the attainment of writing skills is
fundamental to a student's abili ty to demonstrate that he

or she is acquiring knowledge and comprehending other
,1

school subjects.

The ability to demonstrate tbe critical

thinking and problem-solving ski11s of analysis.

synthesis, and evaluation, through writing, is requisite
to academic success and written expression assists

critical thinking skills.

Furthleermore, written

expression is a powerful instrumeent for creativity,
Written expression serves as an extension of the basic

need of all humans to share expeiriences
ideas, beliefs, and emotions.

and conttnunicate

However, many at-risk,
I

minority language adolescents and adolescents from
working-class backgrounds have n(3t been successful with

acquiring writing skills for academic requisites and
self-expression.
The sociocultural research of sociolinguistic and

ethnographers indicates that cont:extual and interactional

factors of the school setting inhibit or prevent academic
success of these types of students because state,

district, and teacher criteria arid curriculum dp not

accurately assess their abilities.

Moreover, the state's

department of education, school districts, and teachers

do not adjust curriculum so that methods, approaches, and
activities provide teaching and learning which is
relevant to the sociocultural situation of many students

Furthermore, specifically in the area of writihg, the
natural reason to write, a extension of the need to

communicate, is ignored when the state, districts, and
teachers plan curriculum, and th us, many students of all
backgrounds do not have a motivation to write. ;

Each September, students attending the middle school
at which I teach arrive with the same inadequate writing

skills.

The writing of a vast m ajority of these students

abounds with mechanical errors

Equally discouraging is

their lack of elaboration and their rebellion at

assignments requiring more than a half a page of writing,

Often, many do not complete in-class writing assignments
and frequently not more than hal E of these students

complete writing assignments given for homework.
Every year, students struggle through seventh and

eight grade to pass the state-recjuired, minimal, fivesentence paragraph proficiency test.

In May of 1990,

only 45% of the seventh grade students and 64% of the
eighth grade students enrolled at. the school where I work

had fulfilled this requirement.

Teachers who read and

score this test concur that studemts do not pass because

of their errors in mechanics, lack of organization, lack

of content, and lack of elaboration.

I attribute this

situation to students' lack of motivation to

write, lack of experience with w riting, and insufficien^t
ability to self-correct and clar ify what is written.

The

first logical step for appropria te remediation of this
situation seems to be a stimulation of the students'

desire to write.

A logical expectation is that

stimulation of their desire to communicate through

written language will become a natural extension of their
social need to communicate.

Discussion with other language arts teacheris of
underachieving students and my r eview of the literature
indicate that motivation to writ e often decreasles as

students move to higher grade levels.

A repori from the

National Assessment of Educational Progress (Shook,
Marrion, & Ollila, (1989) found that 66% of students nine

years of age found writing enjoyable while 59% of
students thirteen years of age and 53% of students

seventeen years of age thought wiriting was a pleasurable
experience.

Twenty-five percent of the students in the
I

older groups demonstrated negative ideas towards writing
and felt incompetent when writing.

In their own survey of first and second grade Canadian

students' concepts and attitudes, Shook et al. (1989)
found that 77% of these students had positive attitudes

towards writing and felt that it was a pleasurable

activity.

In her attempts to pinpoint the cause of

disinterest and find incentives for adolescent writing,
Cleary (1990) found, from her interviews with Eleventh

grade students, that their attitudes followed a typical
pattern of students whose enjoynient of writing and desire
to write decreased as they moved to higher grades.
Purpose

With the pressing need to redtify adolescent
disinterestedness, feelings of iincompetency, and
insufficiency in the area of wri1ting, the purpose of this

project is (a) to investigate thee factors responsible for

at-risk and minority language ad^olescents' disijnterest in
writing; (b) to examine methods and activities which

encourage positive attitudes towards writing and promote
adolescent desire to write; and (c) to discover

approaches which will motivate sjtudents concern for
i

improvement of the mechanics and content of their writing

in order to clarify meaning and improve communication;
(d) to foster student ownership and enjoyment of writing
which is elaborated, meaningful, and valuable to
themselves and their readers.

Review of the L iterature

This literature review focus es on factors Which

contribute to and minimize writijng apprehension, factors
which interfere with and motivatle adolescent writing, and
sociocultural factors which contlribute to positive
writing attitudes for at-risk, r.nderachieving, i and
language minority, adolescent writers.

According to empirical studies, (Sue & Padilla, 1990)
the capacity for cognitive and 1;inguistic development is

an innate and equivalent quality of all cultures,
However, the disparity of successs in linguistic and
cognitive development of school children from different

cultures has frequently been attiributed to eitlker
biological determinism or culturj
al determinism.

The

thesis of biological determinism is that inborn

deficiencies cause cognitive, soecial, economic, and

cultural differences which precl ude the cognitive
advancement of certain cultures,

The theory of cultural

determinism attributes lack of c|(cjgnitive

development

.

needed for school success to speccific cultural

!

circumstances arising from the adjustment to social and
environmental impediments.

Diaz, Mol1, and Mehan (1990) reject the theories of

biological determinism and cultuital determinismi.

These

researchers propose, instead, that school must provide
students with socioculturally re evant teaching methods

based on an understanding of and appreciation for the
experience and abilities that stiudents bring to the
classroom.

Vygotsky (1988) maintains thit language acquisition
and cognition are socially motiv ated and culturally
based.

In school, learning is rooted in interaction

between the teacher and the chil d who are motivated by a
i

practical purpose.

Learning takes place when problem-

solving and other skills, practi ced by the student and
coached by the teacher, are faci litated by interaction
with others and become internali zed

to the poiiit that the

student can independently accomplish a problem-'solving
activity or perform a skill inde:[pendently.

Vygotsky

identified this difference betwei;
en what a child can do

with coached practice and what he or she accomplish on
his or her own as the zone of proximal developnient (ZPD).
Diaz et al. (1990) propose theat teachers' accurate

assessment of the beginning of this ZPD, for minority
language students, is essential to selecting methods

which will motivate and enable siudents to reach the
level of internalization of skil! s designated a^ learning

objectives.

Ethnographic studies demonstrsate that differences
between the success of students of the dominant' and
minority cultures occur when the structure and use of

language in the home and community contrast wit)i language

Diaz et al. i(1990)

structure and use in the school

propose that these differences

an be corrected through a

context-specific approach which

studies the students'

homes and the communities' cultijiral

environments where
i

learning begins in order to estfblish

appropriate

context-specific mediation meth<j)ds and accurate
assessment of students' abiliti s and accomplishments of

objectives.

Context-specific p4rformance can be

accurately designed by focusing on (a) studying the

cultural learning environment of the home; (b) relating
the home culture to interaction and expectatiohs in the

school; and (c) accurately assefsing

the child's
j

cognitive development and establ ishing an apprbpriate
zone of proximal development.
After studying the use of wr Lting in a Mexican-

American community of San Diego, Diaz et al. (1990)
devised a writing activity and related homeworf
assignments which promoted "literacy-related interaction"
between the school and home cont ext

through th^ use of a
I

topic which was of concern to th[e
families, and their community,

students, their

By selecting a topic

which was intellectually challeriging, but also reflective
of the students' experience, tha t is, making tljxe lesson
context-specific and establishin g an appropriate zone of

proximal development, these researchers were able to draw

interest into the writing activity by making it

culturally relevant.
The concepts and methods of the whole language

approach are particularly relev^nt to the motiivation of

writing.

Whole language has i tj5 roots in pragimatist
i

philosophy which emphasize the

through experience.

Requisition of knowledge

John Dewey believed that education

should integrate the mind and

body

or the thinking with
I

the doing of the student.

That is, the students' work

should be connected with their other thoughts.!

A

pragmatic approach motivates students by meeting the

I
their needs and interests and cRnnecting
experiences with their work.

A

theirj

fundamental premise of

whole language is that we learn best when we have a
choice in what we learn.
An examination of research d ealing with yo^ng

children's perceptions of writing helps to demjanstrate
i

reasons and types of changes in students' attijtudes

towards writing as they become 4lder.

ResearcK finds

that beginning writers enjoy anci willingly participate in

writing activities, but they se4:m

not to clearly agree

upon or recognize a fundamental purpose of this activity
i

which is self-expression.

Motivation seems to stem from

various sources while a role mod el's appreciation and

enthusiasm for a student's topic significantly I influence

children's voluntary writing activities.
In their interviews with fir Rt

1

and second grade

Canadian students, Shook et al

(1990) learned that these

writers preferred writing at home because they

believed

that they received more help at home and thought that

their parents, rather than their teachers, were most
likely to read what they wrote,

Forty-five percent

believed that their classmates v, rote

often while 11%

perceived that their teachers wr ote often.

When asked

the reason for writing, 70% perc ent thought this was to
improve or become familiar with words and letters, or

because it was an assigned activ ity, while 20%;percent

responded that they participated because it was
enjoyable.

Sixty percent of the children thought that

they wrote good stories and 90% percent enjoyed writing
stories.

It seems that children in primary grades do not

perceive writing as a means of self-expression.

Lack of engagement and a disiinion with the Community
proved to be significant factors affecting unsatisfactory
progress or underachievement in reading and writing of

primary students.

In their ethn ographic case situdy of

first, second, and fifth grade, at-risk students, Allen,
Michalove, Shockley, and West (1991) determined that the

whole language approach, includijig adult literalcy models,
"real reasons" for reading and writing, regularly
scheduled and frequent writing workshops, self-selected
topics, and self-selected books lelp students to become

more involved in learning.
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These participant-observers noted that their own

modeling of enthusiasm for reading and the reading
process which includes self-correcting, rephraking for

meaning, discussion of unfamilieir words, and reading of
their own favorite authors, increases student engagement
They concurred that opportunities to write aboiit their

own lives, solving personal problems, and selft
examination activities makes writing more useful to

students.

Attentive teacher support for risk-taking.

when students show lack of confidence in attempting more
i

difficult reading or writing, proved to be vitei to
student involvement and progress

These researchers' encouragerpent of productive
membership in the community was founded on thedfr belief
that children need genuine reaso ns for reading and

writing, individual responsibili ty for individual

learning, support for risk-taking, and a sense of
belonging to the community.

Shaired reading and writing

activities positively influenced participation in the
primary grades while reading and writing activities

involving personal problem-solving became the most

important ingredient for promoting a sense of community
for fifth grade students.

The opportunity to c'hoose

reading and writing partners proved to be another factor
in developing community and also in promoting a! student's
own improvement of his behavior.
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B.S. McGuire (1990) found that her underachieving high
school students were resistant to writing and new
experiences, possessed immature writing skills, had short

attention spans, lacked social and problem-solving
skills, displayed anti-social behavior, had attendance

problems, and experienced numerous personal difficulties
After an unsuccessful school queirter, she considered the

relationship between her students and Maslow's hierarchy
of needs.

She concluded that thi(ese underachieving

students were unable to give attiention to learning

because their basic needs for "sl<ecurity

and trust" had

not been satisfied.

B.S. McGuire (1990) and her partner used daily writing
and teacher response dialogue jo\urnals to develop
security, trust, and a feeling olf comfort in her
students.

She centered journal topics around literature,

classroom situations, and the stliudents' own experiences,
The practice of daily writing preomoted these students'
involvement in self-evaluation of their classroom

behavior and performance.

McGui re's and her partner's

sincere daily responses enabled these students to feel

comfortable about themselves and begin to change their
attitudes.

Many teacher-researchers agre«e that a chief benefit of

uncorrected journal writing is that it gives students

daily practice in written expression of daily experiences
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without anxiety about errors.

Macguire (1990) applies

many strategies to diminish students' anxiety ^nd build
confidence.

He suggests the fol lowing: (a) Teachers

should respond to student's written work prior to

correction.

Questions about the student's topic tell the

student that he or she has creat|ed meaningful content;
(b) Focus on something positive (i.e. neatness, spelling,
active words, new vocabulary, et c.) prepares students for
constructive criticism; (c) Reading well-written student

work encourages deserving students and provides models
for what is desirable; (d) Pairing of students having
different strengths and weaknesses increases student

self-esteem and furnishes the opportunity for teaching
and sharing skills among students; and (e) A teacher's
preparation of his own writing provides a model and
demonstrates that teachers do not produce perfect writing
on their first drafts.

This decreases student

apprehension and creates rapport with students.
Cleary (1990) examined the rssasons for continued

decline of students' interest and desire to write as they
became older.

She identified several factors

which

significantly influence older students' attitudes and

their desire to write.

Cleary dsetermined that

inappropriate praising and critiicism causes students to

lose interest in writing.

Feelings of incompetency

brought about by failure to please their teacher prompts
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many students to develop negati\^e attitudes about writing

while dishonest praising and inflated grades result in
the students' loss of respect for their teachers.

Through her examination of incentives, Cleary (1990)
concluded that praise and rewards for successful students

produces a dependency on teacher approval while high
grades for the attainment of sel f-esteem turn writing

into a burden or cause total re; ection of this activity,
Consequently, this leads to the situation where writing

in the secondary grades often be|<comes

an end in itself

rather than an opportunity to diiscover, engage in a
personal interest, communicate oines' feeling to an

audience, or provide critical thiinking.

According to Cleary, (1990) stimulation of

adolescents' sense of efficacy in their world is the most
critical factor motivating writi ng.

Self-expression,

derived from the ability to be heard and precisely
understood by trusted peer audie nces, motivates and gives
confidence to adolescent writers

A teacher's sincere

demonstration of interest and encouragement for the
student's topic and the establis timent of realistic but
challenging expectations are alsi0 conducive to enjoyable

writing.

Additionally, Cleary suggests that students

need to see their teachers engaged in reading and writing

to demonstrate that the teacher ^Iso values these
activities.
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Cleary (1990) advises that the student-teacher writing

conference is a productive methcl)d for providing teacher
feedback.

Conferences create a valuable opportunity to

give clear reasons for lack of

uccess and to establish

what is needed for improvement,

Conferences help the

student to understand the preci^e

reasons for lack of

success instead of attributing grades to a teacher's

arbitrary decisions or the writ r's own lack of

intelligence or value as a humaxi
During conferences, Cleary (1990) suggests that the
teacher and student should cons

tjruct goals which they

mutually agree upon so that the student will associate

goals with mastery and a grade,

A sense of mastery of

the tools for self-expression an.d self-determihation to
gain control over their own live s are the most critical

factors in providing the intrinsic motivation which is
essential for giving students co nfidence in themselves

and their writing.
Unger (1986) believes that s :udents having the

greatest anxiety towards writing "are most often the

victims of a low teacher expecta ncy" (p. 30).

He

maintains that a student's manif estation of writer's

block lessens a teacher's expectation of him or her.
Unger emphasizes that there is a tremendous difference

between apprehension of a subject such as math and the
apprehension of writing.

He expl ains

that the
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fundamental difference is that

writing is

communication..." and stresses that writers perceive a
lack of success in writing as an "infinitely more
personal" failure than lack of success in math because it

delivers the message that he or she is an "ineffective

communicator" (p. 31).
Unger (1986) recommends a variety of activities to

eliminate writing apprehension,
these activities.

Class memos are one of

In this acti\ ity, a sender may write a

sentiment "ranging from problemsi in school work to
problems in a budding and compli cated romance" (p. 31).

The memo may be sent to the teacher or peer and is not
evaluated.

Responses can be sen t weekly or biweekly and

provide a way to communicate without fear of evaluation.
This activity fosters commuhication between student and
teachers and students and their peers.

Unger also

suggests that regular journal writing, opportunity to

write about personal experiences, emphasis on content

rather than mechanics, writing w orkshops, writing for a
purpose, and writing for a specific audience will help
students to learn that writing is for self-expression and

gradually eliminate writing apprehension.
In her study of the writing of her native and non

native speakers who were apprehe nsive, basic writers,
Buley-Meissner (1989) learned th at the majority of these
students enjoyed writing because it provided a way to
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'see their thoughts on paper" (]). 4).

After months of

comprehensive instruction and diiirected practice, students
responses to the Daly-Miller measure of writing

apprehension (MWA) indicated grgwth in their personal
enjoyment of writing.

Buley-Meissner (1989) states
s that a primary cause of
apprehension for both native and non-native, basic

writers is the fear of evaluation, particularly when
instructors compare work to that, of more competent
writers.

Basic writers experience anxiety over their own

self-imposed standards as well ais those of their

instructor because they experierice great difficulty
meeting these standards.

Howeveir, Buley-Meissner found

that her students believed that evaluation was required

for learning and improving.
The first stages of writing. such as topic selection,

brainstorming, and organizing, alccompanied by years of
misdirection, also contributed to writer's block.

With a

sentence-level focus, basic writers have difficulty

conceiving and organizing the whole paper and message,
Buley-Meissner learned that her non-native writers were

more likely to benefit from practice and instruction,
She suggests that this might stem from greater acceptance
of a teacher's advice and that erroneous patterns had

possibly not stabilized as they had with native speakers,
Additionally, highly apprehensiv e writers held low
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expectations for themselves.

N egative expectations,

Buley-Meissner contends, are th e greatest obstacle when

trying to help students improve their writing,
Negative attitudes are a primary source of

procrastination. She found tha]: increased pressure to
write further impeded a studentfs ability to begin
writing.

Directing students attention towards

"imagining, pursuing, and shaping concrete possibilities"
for topics helped to change habi.lts of procrastination (p.
7).

She advises that students ailso must be directed

towards concentration on the "content and shape" of their
writing so that they can suspend, attention to error until
a draft is ready for revision.
Past misinstruction was anotller significant source of

writer's block.

Students who hacd been taught to (a)

separate themselves from the subject; (b) leave out
personal feelings, opinions, and ideas not fully formed;

and (c) were discouraged from exjperimenting with a new
style, genre, organization techniique etc, had acquired

the idea that they wrote only to please their teacher.

Such impressions seriously interfere with development of
voice and sense of audience or connection with the

reader, stifle sense of ownership, and discourage the
desire to improve.

Buley-Meissner (1989) maintains that apprehensive
writers strive to gain a sense of control over their
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writing by concentrating on rules and avoiding
level errors.

sentence

This focus on ru! es distracts them from

producing a clear message which is achieved through
conceptualization of the flexib! e nature of the writing

process.

She concludes that writers can be most helped

by directing their attention towards writing on topics
which are meaningful to the therii, and assisting control

'through the meaningful connect:|.on of self, reader, text,
and intention" (p. 15).
Bettancourt and Phinney (198!
8) examined writing
apprehension and writer's block in college and graduate

bilingual writers. From their ^tudy of Puerto Rican
bilingual college writers (20 etirolled in an English
Reading and Composition course), (20 enrolled in an

optional Spanish composition cor.rse after taking one
course of Spanish grammar), and twenty "practiced'

bilingual students (English graduate students pursuing
Master of Arts in English Education), Betancourt and

Phinney found that different gro ups experienced
apprehension for different reasons.

The 1anguage

required for composition, rather than the language with

which students had the most experience, determined the
type and degree of apprehension

Undergraduate students demonstrated more negative
attitudes when writing in Spanis h than English.
Betancourt and Phinney (1988) suggest that this
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unexpected finding may reflect more rule-governed

instruction of Spanish instructors who place greater

importance on mechanics than th^ writing process,
content, and organization.

Freshman students writing in English focused on

sentence-level errors and edited prematurely.

These

researchers believe that past ESL instruction, which
concentrated on sentence-level cframmar, was the source of

this difficulty.

Confident in the grammaticality of

their writing and having considerable writing experience,
graduate English students, mostl y ESL teachers, were able

to focus on the goal of the whol e product and did not
edit prematurely.

Betancourt a nd Phinney (1988)

concluded that teaching methods, teachers expectations,
and past writing experiences, are sources of writer's

block in bilinguals and that process oriented writing
instruction helps to minimize apprehension.

Wolcott and Buhr (1987) administered a writing
attitude questionnaire to 100 specially admitted,
developmental writing college students (38% male, 62%
female and 92% who were Black) and followed the

questionnaire with a 50-minute expository essay.

Wolcott

and Buhr wanted to examine the influence of attitude on

writing.

The questionnaire surveyed students' anxiety

concerned with writing, views of the value of writing,

and their interpretation of the writing process as they
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used it.

The questionnaire sou ght to examine students'

attitudes towards finishing assignments, having peers as
readers, teacher evaluation, and conceptualization of the
writing process.

To assess att Ltudes about writing

growth, these researchers evalu ated "pre-post," multiple
choice, tests, editing skills, and timed expository
essays.

After analyzing these measurjes, Wolcott and Buhr
(1987) concluded that typical al:titudes and anxiety
towards writing and understanding of the writing process
was related to the students' sense of success with

writing.

More significant progjjress reflected more

positive attitudes, but Wolcott and Buhr also suggested

that students with positive attitudes are likely to work
harder and that the results reinforces their feelings
about writing.

Likewise, they eicknowledged that students

with negative attitudes might also exert less effort or
be discouraged from trying because of lack of success.

Since their study did not incluc^e variables of quality of
teaching or reliability of readers using holistic

scoring, and examined only one particular group, they
cautioned of the need to avoid c ver generalization.

They

did, however, emphasize that tea ching methods emphasizing
the writing process, collaborati ve learning, and peer
review of papers could assist in alleviating writing
apprehension.
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In their work with basic wri ters, Williamson and Davis

, (1987) have determined that apprehensive writers suffer

from writer's block because thei^ focus on their very
limited knowledge of mechanical rules and the teacher's

instruction, but fail to compre lend that the fundamental
purpose in writing is communica tion with others.

Because

they focus on form rather than •pontent, they fail to

recognize the difference between what they meant to write

and what they, in fact, have wr:L tten.

Williamson and

Davis maintain that a writer's <t:onsciousness of the
communicative function of writing is fundamental to

learning how to write.

These iInstructors allow that

changing perceptions of older

wi:iters

who have not

learned the communicative functi on of writing is "very

difficult." (p. 46).
Williamson worked with students who had been enrolled

in pre-college reading and writ ng courses assisted by
"extensive tutorial assistance Outside of class."

These

students remained with the same instructor when enrolling

in pre-college composition or s^ecial

developmental

section of college composition 4ourses in the fall,

Williamson found that after reqvjiiring

students to

continue to rewrite a single dr ft, six or seven times,
students began to change their liesistant and indifferent
attitudes which had failed to a qknowledge their teacher's

comments and suggestions.

Gradiially, students began to
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attend to proofreading instead of concentrating on
avoiding error.
With new drafts, students be gan to take risks in both
form and content/

Williamson b(slieves that this repeated

revision by students helped thein to realize that "the

reader was driven, not by a con([;ern

for error, but

instead, by a desire to receive a clear message,

Williamson and Davis (1987) cone luded that although these
writers also received considerable assistance from tutors

and other trained personnel, persistence in directing
students to concentrate on the Communicative function of

writing was the key to improvem €int.

When teachers

refrain from correcting and, in^tead,

encourage students'

to communicate effectively because they have meaningful

feelings, ideas, experiences, eic., we can help students
to improve their writing.
In their discussion of facto rs required for motivating

"at risk" students to read and

w

rite. Gentile and

McMillan (1990) describe at-risk: students as "those who

because of basic reading and wri ting difficulties," will
more than likely drop out of set ool. They advise that
this situation deserves serious attention because the at-

risk population is "growing prec ipitously" (p. 383).
Gentile and McMillan maintain that these students are

especially difficult to motivat

because of their past

experiences of failure and because few see rewards for
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achievement.

These researchers allow that at-risk

students are "extremely adept a t diversion, disruption,
helplessness, resistance, and in some cases sabotage" (p.
385).

Gentile and McMillan (1990) suggest that by providing
a positive classroom environment, "challenging students,

providing tangible rewards, and giving strong verbal

reinforcement," teachers can fu]rnish opportunities for
at-risk students to gain, accepi:, and profit from
experiences promoting literacy

p. 384).

They explain

that at-risk students feel threcitened when required to
read and write and do not perceive a reason to strive

when impediments hinder progress;.

Tangible rewards help

distract these students from necative responses and the
threat that reading and writing present.

However,

Gentile and McMillan caution that students "should not be

paid to read and write" and advise that tangible rewards

should be accompanied by other types of reinforcement (p.
384).

Gentile and McMillan (1990) recommend the following
types of motivation: (a) Specify and formulate

"reasonable and reachable" goals in reading and writing
and gradually implement tasks thsat are "measurable and

provide outcomes;" (b) Provide c ontinuous feedback on

outcomes; (c) Provide reading and writing instruction
that transfers to academic core

urriculum; (d) Assist
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students in developing their own incentives to read and
write; and (e) Teach students to "monitor their own

behavior and reverse their negative self-talk" (p.384).
Additionally, cautioning that high expectations are
essential for the encouragement of at-risk students,
Gentile and McMillan emphasize

hat teachers should also

assess their own attitudes about these students,
Another useful motivational tool is a teacher's
careful selection of literature to involve students in

critical examination, through r|fading and writing, which
focus on "sociocultural issues and problems of the human

condition" (p. 387).

These res<earchers explain that at-

risk students have many experiences and background
knowledge which facilitate and stimulate reading and
writing about and their appreciation of social and

ethical issues of "good literature."

Examining such

literature topics and themes he] p students to draw

relationships between concepts 4nd develop solutions to
life's problems.

Such literatui'e is "knowledge-based'

and assists these students' understanding of themselves,
others, and the world in which

hey live.

This

literature offers them a sense df identity or control
that can "empower the spirit anc. motivate them to express
their thoughts and feelings" (p. 389).
Daly, Vangelisti, and Witte (1988) conducted four

studies to assess the relationship between writing
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apprehension and instructional practices.

Their first

study examined the impact of te acher apprehension upon

their own classroom behaviors and writing assignments.
When Daly et al. learned, from this study, that teachers

with higher writing apprehensioifi were likely to assign
fewer writing-based assignments!, they decided to examine
the effects of teachers' writing apprehension upon their
evaluation of student writing-based activities

Daly et al. (1988) focused s«econd study on teachers*
concepts of components of "good writing," "bad writing,"
"best writing assignments," and a "last assignment" (p.

157).

This study indicated thalf highly apprehensive

teachers focused upon mechanics and structure of their

students' writing assignments wliile teachers with little
apprehension focused upon studerit expression and effort
These researchers' third stu:
iy examined advise from

writing teachers.

In this study , Daly et al. (1988)

found that teachers with less writing apprehension
thought expression and content were more valuable while

highly apprehensive teachers viewed the teaching of

rules'" of writing as more important.

Their fourth

study, seeking teachers' concept!
s of a best writing,
revealed that low-apprehensive tteachers used assignments

allowing more creativity, freedolrm

in topic choice, and

involved the writing process.

Their fifth study compared the number and purpose of
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writing assignments given by lo M-apprehensive teachers to

the number by assigned by high- apprehensive teachers,
The researchers learned that lo ^-apprehensive teachers

gave assignments with greater variety of purpose and
audience than high-apprehensive teachers.
Daly et al. (1988) concluded that teachers' attitudes

affect the structure of a coursf by controlling the
amount and type of writing they assign, their

expectations for these assignmeijits, and their evaluations
and views of students.

In summary, teachers' attitukdes about writing impact
the social interaction between teachers and students.

A

teacher's apprehension of writing can result in
assignments which constrain the student-writer primarily

through a less than positive vidw of writing, a narrow
evaluation of a students writing, and a limit of topic
choice.

Such constraints have negative affects in the

contextual interaction between t<eachers and studentwriters and the writer's work.

The practice of a teacher's ijnodeling of the writing
process is a common recommendati(on of a vast majority of
researchers and teachers.

Bros (1988) reiterates the

usefulness of teacher modeling f(or motivating students to
write.

A summary of his elaborattion on the benefits of

teacher modeling follows:

(a) Mcodeling communicates to

students by teaching to do as thee teacher does rather
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than as the teacher says; (b) T«eacher modeling acquaints
students with their teacher and thereby builds trust

which makes students less apprelhensive about writing
because they are not asked to wirite for a stranger; (c)

The teacher conveys a message olf pride and pleasure in

writing; (d) The teacher establishes credibility by
experiencing what he asks the students to do and can

detect flaws in assignments before assigning them; (e) By
exposing his own writing for criticism, the teacher helps
ease student apprehension.

Hudson (1988) studied the wrj]iting

perceptions of 20

children in first through fifth grade to determine how

the following factors: (a) who initiates the writing; (b)
setting; (c) audience; (d) purpose of writing; (e) degree
of involvement; and (f) genre influenced children's sense

of ownership of writing.
into five categories.

She places children's writing

Her discvission of

(a) "Official

Writing" which is "curriculum constrained," (b)

"curriculum-perceived (but distorted)" writing;
(c) "curriculum sponsored" writing; and (d) "curriculum
surpassed" writing (p. 45) are useful for this project.
Hudson (1988) describes "curriculum constrained

writing" as that in which the teacher controls both
format and content.

This includes published material or

dittos which involve such activities as filling in words
or copying

and is initiated, constructed, and imposed by
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the teacher.

Hudson suggests that this type of writing

provides no reason to write beyond the fact that the

teacher requires that it be completed.

Such assignments

triggered little social interaction and, consequently,
produce little involvement and ownership.

Students view "Curriculum perceived (but distorted)"
assignments such as writing seni:ences with vocabulary or

spelling words, or the description of an event requiring
the use of verbs, as tasks to be completed for a grade,
practice to receive some small reward, or as beneficial

in some way.

Because the purpose is often not clear,

learning is seldom seen as an ob jective.

Students are

often unsure of criteria for sue:cessful completion of

this type of work. They feel a 1 ack of control over the
outcome and, thus, derive a limi ted sense of enjoyment or

empowerment.

also limited.

Consequently, entl usiasm for such work is

As students become older, their feeling of

ownership in these assignments d ecreases.

'Curriculum-sponsored" writing is writing that
includes assignments such as journals, reports, stories,
essays, etc. that are initiated by the teacher or

curriculum, but which permit considerable original
composition by the students, on topics or themes of their
concern or interest, with minimum constraints of time

The distinguishing ingredient of this type of writing is
that it removes pressure on stud ents and concentrates on
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the "making of meaning" and it is more likely to be
shared with other students or other audiences.

Regularly

scheduled time for this curriculum-sponsored writing and

choice of materials (such as un lined paper or, perhaps
printing or script), also contributes to ownership,
Hudson describes "curriculum su rpassed writing as writing

which may originate with an ass ignment, but is written

solely for the self-satisfactiob of the author and
expectation that it will bring satisfaction to his or her

audience.

Specifically, the writer's genuine desire to

communicate meaning to an audience distinguishes such
writing.

Children wrote becausts they wanted to or were

motivated by an "adult-like need to write" (p. 61)

The

feeling that this was a self-initiated activity gave
writers a genuine sense of empovierment.

Hudson (1988) concluded that a student's feelings of
ownership of classroom writing more nearly resembles "an

adult's definition of composer rather than initiator of
writing." (p. 63).

With increaseed opportunities to write

and make meaning, Hudson found that children are more

inclined to gain a sense of owneirship whether they or
their teacher initiate the writing activity.

Fontaine (1988) conducted a base study of four 9-year
old, four 13-year-old, and four 18-year-old students to

examine their perspectives of audience.

Fontaine gave

students the assignment of writing two letters, one to an
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imaginary friend and the other to an imaginary great-aunt
in France, in which they were t<o discuss "memorable
places that they had visited,

Her objective was to

determine possible changes in tlhe relationship between
(a) writers' concepts of audiencce and use of this

knowledge in writing; (b) writeirs' perceptions of
audiences' perspectives; (c) wriiters' perceptions of

their audiences' knowledge of t tiem or the topic about
which they wrote; and (d) the way in which writer's

perceptions of the above factors affects their writing.
Fontaine (1988) learned that although 9-year-old
students were able to construct details which gave

evidence of consideration of audience, because their

letters to both the friend and great aunt could have been
written to either a friend or a great aunt, they did not

show concern for the difference in audience.

The

13-year-old and 18-year-old students used a more casual
and less polite tone, fragments, and colloquial language
in letters to friends.

Letters to the great aunt had a

polite tone, were more formal, ind demonstrated awareness
that the great aunt might not bei familiar with geography
in the United States.

In her analysis, Fontaine (l|988) discusses two
functions of spoken and written expression which are

(a)

"to create, express, or sustain human relationships;" and

(b) "to express or describe experiences, ideas, or
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interpretations" (p. 113).

She suggests that while

little children easily learn the social interaction
resulting from their physical o r verbal language, early

attempts at putting pen to pape r, in the form of

scribbles, are not interpreted by adults, as efforts

towards communication. As chiljiren

attempt, and are then

taught to write words, phrases, sentences, etc., the
correct shape of letters, spelling of words, punctuation,
etc. are emphasized instead of the social purpose of

writing which is to communicate

taught to write stories.

Soon, children are

Again , the emphasis is on

"expressing ideas and relating fxperience" rather than
communication (p. 113).
This researcher concluded th at younger children's

inability to show awareness of ^udience stems from their

lack of conception of the socia

function of the writing

process because they do not coneeive writing as a social
process.

Consequently, she sees a need for writing

teacher to incorporate the socit 1 function of writing in
the writing process.
Staton and Shuy (1988) maintain that dialogue journals
provide "natural social conditic hs inherent in oral

language to provide the basis fc r mastering written

communication" (p. 196).

A dial ogue journal is a journal

in which a student and his or her teacher carry on
written responses to each others' thoughts.

They believe
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that dialogue journals support the educational principal
that children beginning school or a school term, "should

start where they are" (p. 213).

Such communicative

writing furnishes a means for clhiIdren to develop from
intimate to casual and then cons
sultative

written language

in the same manner that they learn oral language of the
home and gradually acquire consaltative and formal school
language.

That is, a primary bsenefit of this type of

journal is that it greatly faci litates the learning of
the school register because "written communication can be
mastered most easily if the learner's first uses of

reading and writing occur in the same sociolinguistic and
interpersonal conditions that exist for speaking and
hearing" (p. 196).
Staton and Shuy (1988) have determined that the

following conditions, found in all cultures, are

requisite for language competency.

(a) There is support

for the learner's utterance by context which includes

setting, community members, pasi: events, and topic
constructs exist; (b) A "real" aiudience is known and

concerned with the speaker's thoughts or messages; (c)
Speakers are able to interact to clarify and elaborate
meaning;

(d) "Proficient consul tants" (teachers) are

available to model language use for particular needs; (e)

The speaker's message or thoughtjjs

have a function.

purpose and/or impact upon the community; (f) The
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speakers chooses or has concern for the topic; (g) The

focus centers on the message ancd meaning of the
\

communication while the form is questioned only to

clarify meaning.

These researchers argue thatl decentextualization of
many writing activities and assignments in school omit
the natural language environment and social interaction.
Consequently, classroom writing assignments frequently

retard students' mastery of written communication.
Staton and Shuy (1988) have identified fundamental
strengths of both oral and writi:en communication and

contend that dialogue journals capitalize on the critical
features of both of these communication forms.

As oral

communication occurs, there is interaction, function,
parties in the communicative acl

is shared.

are known, and context

They point out that written speech differs

significantly.

In written speech there is "reflectivity,

lack of interruptions, permanence, privacy," and lack of
audience presence (p. 202),

While the audience is not

immediately present, with dialogue journals, the student
writer knows to whom he comments and addresses his

questions.

Dialogue journals pr<ovide interaction.

opportunity to reflect, and freedom from interruptions
Lastly, one additional primary b enefit of the dialogue
journal is the opportunity it provides for teacher
modeling in a natural context.

Teachers show correct
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spelling, grammar, and mechanics without drawing
attention to student errors and lead students from

informal to school registers thirough social interaction
Britton (1987) suggests that a regularly scheduled

letter exchange between studentjj who are not acquainted
will assist in establishing the connection between the
writing process and reading.

maintains that such an

activity will affect the writinci and reading behavior of

participating students. For thijsi

activity, teachers do

not suggest a topic, manner, or method.

In his examination of this type of letter exchange.
Britton (1987) reports that "nin th graders who had no
previous opportunity in class of attempting continuous

interpersonal communication quite rapidly developed the
following interpersonal communication skills: (a) ability

to initiate topics; (b) replies to comments in the
letters they received; (c) incre asing anticipation of
their reader's responses and dif ficulties in responding;
(d) use of conventional formats both of address

(salutations and signing off); and (e) "recapitulation of
signals that, by their cross-referencing, bring coherence
to written expression" (p. 9).

Daiute and Dalton (1988) preface their discussion of

collaborative writing with Vygotiky's theory that social
interaction is requisite to cognitive development.

They

propose that the lack of interaci:ion in written language
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necessitates clear expression. of ideas, awareness of

possible situatedness of the audience, and acknowledgment
of other points of view.

These

researchers maintain

that collaborative writing experience provides students
with the opportunity to learn ways in which audience
opinions, interpretations, and misinterpretations may

interact to necessitate more pi anning, more precise
expression, and more consideration of audience on the
part of the writer.

In their research of literatlure Daiute and Dalton
(1988) find that "social intera stion supports cognitive
development because interaction leads to cognitive

conflict" (p. 252).

Their revifew of research found

reasons to believe that fundamental cognitive growth
occurs when an individual reali:
:ses that his or her own

perceptions do not mesh with neji information or others'
perceptions.

Revaluation and adjustment of perceptions

to accommodate other informatioiji and viewpoints brings
about cognitive growth.

Daiute's and Dalton's study (1988) of 48 collaborative

writing workshop periods found fhat collaboration did

produce cognitive conflict althfeugh the contentions found
in playful dialogue of students paired for a writing

assignment seemed immature "vagfee, unresolved, and only
implicitly related to planning and evaluating" (p. 265).
The "language play" of the paired students
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demonstrated that writing scores improved when students
engaged in the following types of talking: (a) talking to
suggest alternatives; (b) "moni toring and clarifying

form;" (c) "evaluating, explainfing and negotiating;
(d)" ....expressing rhetorical j^^alue;" and (e)
"explaining and checking facts

(p. 262).

Additionally,

the pairs of writers producing k higher quality of
writing consisted of one studen t with slightly higher

writing ability while pairs who did not improve were of

more equal ability.

The pairing of students where one

has slightly higher skills than the other established a
zone of proximal development.

This finding demonstrates

that collaborative writing can l^elp students to improve
their writing.
Calkins (1986) advises that teachers' goals and

imposed curricular goals are frequently at odds with the
natural human need for written self-expression.

Calkins

maintains that curricular and tesacher goals often

discourage writing because theses goals ignore students'
desire to use writing for satisfaction of their own

needs, but rather, dictate the topic, audience, genre,
etc.

Topics, genres, audiences, etc. assigned by the

teacher, stifle student writing because they are
frequently irrelevant to students and ignore authentic
reasons to write.

She maintains

that "^motivating"' is

not equivalent to encouraging and assisting a students's
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personal involvement in writing and states that students
care about writing when it is "personal and

interpersonal" (p. 5).

Students care about writing when

they have freedom to express personal concerns, needs,
ideas, memories, and feelings o r whatever is important in
their lives.

Calkins (1986) believes tha

teachers must convey, to

their students, that topics should reflect what students

find significant in their own lives.

The ability to

impact the readers with whatever is significant in our

own lives generates ownership and authorship.

Teaching

writing differs from teaching in other disciplines
because, in this discipline. GalIkins argues that teachers
must be willing to listen to their students much more and

talk much less.

Teachers can develop curriculum matched

to student writing needs and en(30urage student

involvement by carefully listen:|.ng to their students. In
the writing classroom, students and teachers teach and
learn from each other.

Student success in the writi^ng class depends
considerably upon its structure,

Time designated for

writing needs to be regular, frequent, and predictable so
students can plan ahead.

Calkins (1986) recommends that

writing periods should be scheduled at least three time a
week.

Regular repetition sustains student interest,

provides stability, and furnishes students with a sense
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of control and power to plan.

Students must become familiar with all the stages of
the writing process because it is only through

reflection, planning, drafting, revising, consulting
others, more reflection, and mo re revision that most

writers can acquire ownership of writing through the
satisfaction of complete self-e xpression.

Attention to

revision is a critical factor in assisting self-

expression.

Calkins (1986) suggests that students should

ask themselves the following questions for the process of
revision.

1. What have I said so far?

What am I trying to

say?

2. How do I like it?
build

on?

What's good here that I can

What's not J!o good that I can fix?

3. How does it sound?

How does it look?

How

else could I have done this?

4. What will my reader think as he or she reads

this?

What questions wil 1 they ask?

they notice?

Feel?

What will

Think?

5. What am I going to do nei:t?

(p. 19)

When teachers teach students; to ask these questions,
students eventually internalize these steps which, then,
become unconscious actions in t tie writing process.

Conferencing appears to be an especially useful method
for helping students to teach t iemselves about writing
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and uniting teacher and student agreement on individual

student goals.

Harris (1987) b(elieves that such

conference should help teachers to understand an

individual student's composing process, discover reasons
for writing difficulties which cannot be detected by
simply reading the student's woirk, to listen to the

writer's plans for his writing, and to manipulate the
conference so that the writer may discover for himself,
or herself what separates his intentions from his or her
actual achievement.

The teacheir and the writer must

perceive that writing is not "a body of knowledge" which
can be transmitted from the tea:
3her to the student, but

rather, skills and abilities to be attained through

practice.

Harris maintains that careful listening by the

teacher is essential to assist students in transferring
what they want to say to their papers
Harris (1987) advises that tlhe primary benefits of
conferencing are: (a) Interaction increases the

opportunity to realize the student's intent. Therefore,
the teacher does not advise the student to make

adjustments which do not meet the student's need for the

direction of his paper; (b) Periodic conferencing, while
the paper is being written, helps the student to see
writing as a process and disposes the view that the
teacher is the editor whose chief function is to evaluate

the finished product; and (c) Tfcfe more obvious advantage
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is that the teacher's comments are much better understood

during interactive conversation than when they are
written on the student's work.

In his discussion of feedbacj}k

on written assignments,

Willingham (1990) recommends that the primary criterion
for a teacher's response is that it should "encourage the
student to be his own editor" and follow the thoughts of

a naive reader (p. 10-11).

He explains that teachers

should concentrate on feedback which encourages an

"improved paper and motivates improved writing skills'

(p. 10).

Teachers should be mindful of this objective

when considering the amount of detail they supply in
comments about content.

He advises that comments should

"be specific enough to guide stijidents when editing their
work, but not so specific that

hey simply implement the

instructor's suggestions" (p.10^ .

Willingham advises

that teachers should rank their Concerns from most to

least important, and that studeijits should be aware of
this ranking.

Willingham (1990) suggests t tie following approaches:

(a) The teacher can simply tell the student his own

understanding of what was written without evaluating; (b)

Ask "leading questions"; (c) A^k all students to include
their own evaluation of their paper which will give
students a chance to voice their own concerns and create

an opportunity for dialogue about the students' writing;
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(d) Always write a positive comment about the paper;

For college students, tell stud|eents

(e)

if there are

mechanical errors, but require students to find and
correct the errors.

Theory and Classroom Context

In addition to this literature review, theories of the
relationship between thought, oral and written language,
and sociocultural factors have influenced my choices of
writing activities for stimulati.ng students' desire to
write.

In this section I will discuss these theories and

explain how they relate to the sociocultural context of
my classroom.

In Thought and Language, (19b8) Vygotsky seeks to
explain the relationship betweer, egocentric speech of
children, inner speech, thought, language, social needs,
and cultural environment.

Vygotsky argues that

egocentric speech, "a running [v ocal] accompaniment to
whatever a child may be doing" (p. 26) serves to assist

the adjustments and adaptations of young children to the
reality of their environment.

His own observations led Vyg4tsky (1988) to conclude
that children's egocentric speec li increased as they
confronted obstacles in their environment which

interfered with planned activities.

Language, in the

form of egocentric speech, verba izes a perceived need

and helps children to adjust and adapt to contextual
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realities.

Vocal verbalization of perceived needs

(cognitive observations) helps children to create
solutions to encountered problems.

Thus, as

children

encounter the reality of their environment, verbal
language, in the form of vocal speech, mediates thought
processes needed to face new situations.

For Vygotsky, a child's association of meaning with
the object it represents is a 1 ong and gradual process,
A child's first sounds and utte ranees are genetically

derived and do not represent thought or objects.

When

parents mistake sounds for word s, parents give meaning to

these sounds through vocal verb aliztion.

Young children

learn to communicate needs through meaning that parents

give to their children's uttera:nces.

As children's

schemata and memories develop, they continue to match
objects with sounds.

Vygotsky (1988) maintains th.at children never

instantly realize that objects are represented by sound

symbols.

According to Vygotsky, words as sound symbols,

represent the characteristics of similar objects long

before children realize that a sound symbol represents
the object itself.

For example; evidence supporting this

theory is the reality that a young child will likely
categorize all moving vehicles as "car" or identify a
cup, glass and pitcher as "cup' because all three hold
liquid.
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At about the time that chil ren enter school,

egocentric speech becomes internalized thought or inner
speech.

The ordering of inner

peech assists individuals

in developing behavior which is appropriate to the
reality of the new school environment.

In school,

object, sound, and visual symbo Is (written words and
numbers) unite to form concrete meanings for objects,

Children gradually acquire phon^tic and morphological
representation of objects and g ammatical structures.
Continued interaction in school , between a child, the

teacher's instruction, and his or her peers constructs a

child's school language and proiimotes the development of
concepts and mental maturation.

In summary, mind (or cognition), thought, 1anguage,

and speech have a genetic foundation, but are socially

driven.

Egocentric speech changes to thought as children

begin schooling and combines wi th verbal language to
become mind or cognition.

The mind develops and matures

out of the child's efforts to m^et

his perceived

physical, emotional, social, an^ cultural needs through
language.

Interaction between fhe child's environment

and his verbal thought are criti cal to the development
and maturation of the mind.

Wertsch (1991) elaborates an d expands upon Vygotsky's

discussion of the relationships between thought,
1anguage, and the inf1uence of liistory, culture, and
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institutions upon the individual's need to influence his
environment.

Wertsch proposes that history, culture, and

institutions become inseparably intertwined with human
psychological tools which mold the individual mind.

The

term action is fundamental to W ertsch's theory because of

the general philosophical consensus that human
interaction with the environment shapes both the
environment and further human action.

The situation

(sociocultural context) of the jlndividual influences his
choice of tools and language,

n turn, these instruments

influence the course and the outcome of the action.

The

relationship between the situation, the action, and the
instruments which facilitate it are so basic and

intricately interwoven that any discussion or analysis of
the action must also include th4 situation and the

instrument chosen, by an individual, to reach his or her

objective of somehow influencing the environment.

Wertsch (1991) appropriates Vygotsky's and Bakhtin's
ideas of voice by explaining thait voice includes the

speaker's choice of semiotic tools (signs and symbols),
used to carry out an action, the idea that certain mental

processes, even in the intramental plane, are linked to

communicative actions, and that mental functioning has a
genetic foundation, but is consciously, socially, and
communicatively driven.

Consequently, an individual's

thoughts and utterance reflect at least two points of
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view which are derived from his sociocultural

situatedness.

Because of many variables of sociocultural

factors, mediated action requir es heterogeneity of
approaches to thinking and representation of thought and
mediation is requisite to managing sociocultural,
institutional, and environmental settings and concerns,

Wertsch (1991) believes that the term mind, rather
than cognition, can best be rel ated to mediated action

because
activity.

mind encompasses a greater range of human mental
When speaking of the relationships between

mind and action, we can also in elude the act of memory,

reasoning, attention, creativit y, problem-solving, etc.

in connection with the psycholo jical and technical tools,

which are also influenced by so cial situatedness.

For Wertsch, (1991) the ternti

sociocultural is

essential to the explanation of mediated action because

of the inseparability of the in|iividual, his action, and
his chosen mediational instrume:ht from his cultural,

historical, and institutional s ptting.

In short, Wertsch

emphasizes that mediated action must be understood in

analyzing the relationship betw^en

the individual's

desire to alter his environment and the manner in which
the environment influences his dhoice of instruments to
do so.

This review of Vygotsky's and Wertsch's theories form
a nexus between the situation o : unsolicited student note
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writing in my classroom, educational theory, and

my

selection of activities (mediat ional means) to encourage
elaboration and meaningful cont snt in the writing my
students produce.

Teachers of all subjects wil 1 concur that a diversion

in which students prefer to engage, when they decide that
task at hand lacks appeal, is writing notes to their

friends.

Naturally, I am a litl:le insulted that my

students consider messages to friends about last night's
party, a new boyfriend, or an argument with a friend as

more valuable than what I am trying to teach.
When I notice a student busi ly absorbed in such

activity, I sneak up upon the unsuspecting writer and
snatch the clandestine message out from under her

(usually, but sometimes his) per..

At this point, the

entire class of students want tc take part in what was
intended to be a private communication and they beg me to

read the notes.

Explaining that I am trying to gain

their attention to the subject at hand, rather than to
cause distraction, I never read the notes aloud, but
caution that I do save them for parents who might want to
know the reasons students have unsatisfactory grades.

Yet, when I consider the conlient of student notes I

have confiscated over,the years, I realize that these
letters are really more than a dtLversion.

In these

communications, students try to solve problems, seek
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advice, evaluate a past social event, or plan a future
activity.

If students did not have a need for this

communication of their thoughts,
, this activity likely

would not occur.

That is, they

communicate to serve

their needs, their experiences motivate their

communication, and their need to communicate about a past

or anticipated experience is gr^at enough that it takes
priority over education, which. rationally, seems to be
at least as significant of a need.
Many sociocultural factors may influence my students'
desires to write letters rather than to listen and pay

attention to the task at hand.

In the reality of many of

my students experiencing early adolescence, relationships
with peers are, in fact, more cr itical than what I want

to teach them.

Attracting and holding the attention of

my students is a greater task fc r me than it is for
teachers in some other classroom s because of my students'
situatedness or sociocultural backgrounds.

Through an

informal survey, I have learned that approximately 61%
of my students have suffered the trauma of divorcing

parents and broken homes.

Many live with only one

parent, or one parent and that parent's "boyfriend" or

'girlfriend."

One boy was arrested for being somehow

involved in a armed robbery and Attempted murder.
Another boy's father was stabbed to death in prison.

Several have parents who have be^n or are in prison.
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Others have parents who abuse a Icohol or drugs.

Several

students are members of gangs ot are "wannabes".

The

list of social ailments afflicting my students goes on
and on.

It is no wonder that my stu4ents' attention strays.
It is also no wonder that many of them prefer to write

notes instead of attending to w hat I have planned.
Likely, they have a need to communicate their concerns to

friends at school because many pave no one else with whom

to communicate.

The economic, Social, and cultural

situation of my students is inseparably intertwined with
their need to communicate their needs, feelings, and

concerns in the classroom, through both written and vocal
speech.

For many, school may be one of the few places

where someone is able and willing to hear and respond.
Yet, I must try to teach and theiy must try to learn.

For many of my students, learning, and especially
learning to write, has been a greatest academic need and

also the skill with which they l|iave

exhibited the

greatest helplessness.

Vygotsky's (1988) explanation of the complexity of
writing has helped me to better understand writing

difficulties and influenced my clhoice of mediational
activities for this master's pro;ject.

Vygotsky theorizes

that the socially rooted egocentiric speech, which

accompanies children's play and assists them in dealing
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with the realities of their env ironment, turns inward at

about the time a child begins school.

Egocentric speech

gradually develops into a funda mental structure of
cognition.

While the oral language of a child beginning

school contains the vocabulary and grammatical forms
necessary for writing at this time, a child's command of
oral speech leads that of his w ritten speech by a

difference of as much as eight

years.

Vygotsky (1988) maintains that oral and written speech
differ in both form and method

significant ways.

Ln numerous and

Primary diff erences are: (a) the

abstract quality of written spe ech; (b) its absence of an
interlocutor; (c) its requisite of conscious and
unconscious effort on the part of the writer; (d) its

lack of gestures, intonation, ahd other non-verbal cues;
and (e) its lack of immediacy in response which limits
the motivation of the writer.

Moreover, while

written

language is dependent upon the existence of inner speech,
syntactically, the linguistic functions are dissimilar.

According to Vygotsky (1988), written speech is the

most complex of the human speeclli forms.

It is abstract

because, unlike oral speech, it is thought without the

aid that gestures and intonatioiji lend to meaning.
Writers speak without a visible audience.

They do not

know when or even if they will lt>e heard or receive a
reply.
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Because a writer lacks an iri terlocutor, he should

continually remain conscious of the prospective reader's

possible lack of understanding bf the situation about
which he writes.

Writers must ]3lan before writing and

anticipate several drafts to adjust for clarity, while
oral speakers speak spontaneous y and seldom self-correct
repeatedly.

Once the writer has managed to match the sound and
meaning symbols, he must also gj. ve

more attention to

precise meaning because he cannot use gestures and

intonation.

Additionally, he m\jist choose the correct

alphabetical representation for each of his verbal

symbols and be much more exact in the use of syntax.
Herein, exists a critical difference between the

relationship of inner speech and written speech.

In

comparison to inner speech, a mesntal activity which is
"condensed" and "abbreviated,"

Vygotsky (1988) describes

written speech, of necessity, as requiring precision and
conscious elaboration.

This cor trast arises out of the

lack of need for subjects in inner speech because the
speaker always knows the subject and, therefore, only
uses predicates. Contrarily, all written sentences must
have both a subject and a predicate.

Vygotsky's (1988) explanation of the complexity of
written expression and its socia 1 function has
implications for teachers of students who experience
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difficulty with writing.

He ad vises that teachers would

be wise to consider social and purposeful uses of written

language when selecting writing assignments for the
classroom.

He advises:

Teaching should be organized in such a way that
reading and writing are nece ssary for something,
If they are used only to write official greetings
to the staff or whatever the teacher thinks up (and

clearly suggests to them), t tien the exercise will
be purely mechanical and may soon bore the child....
reading and writing must be something the child
ixeecls....

Writing must be meaningful

for children, an

intrinsic need should be aroused in them, and that

writing would be incorporated into a task that is

necessary and relevant for liife.

Only then can we

be certain that it will deve op not as a matter of

finger habits, but as a real y new and complex form

of speech.

(Vygotsky cited in Staton Shuy, 1988,

pp. 117-118).

In summary. Writing is a mor^ difficult skill for
children to master because it is abstract, deliberate.

more intricate, demands consciou^ and conscientious
behavior, and relies upon inner speech which has a
syntactic form that is considerably different from that
of written speech.

Moreover, teachers who want their
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students to enjoy and value writing must focus attention
on its social function and assign writing activities
which make writing meaningful to students.

Vygotsky's (1988) and Wertsclh's (1991) explanations of

relationships between thought, oral and written language,
and sociocultural influences support the conclusions

researchers have formed about the relationships between
writing, apprehensive writers, vfriter's block, at-risk
students, and motivational factors.

Theories of

Vygotsky, theories of Wertsch, aind my review of the
literature have fundamentally influenced my choice of

methods to establish a classroom context which encourages
students to produce writing which is elaborated and
meaningful for students and theiir audiences.
From my review of the literal:ure, I have determined

that the following 13 factors ar(e critical to promotion
of meaningful written expression.

1. Writing topics must be geixerated by Students and
have relevance and significance in their lives.

2. Students must engage in d«iily writing practice

through writing workshop, journals, diaries, reading
logs, etc.

3. Teachers must foster intrinsic motivation, to write

by helping students to gain a se:ise of ownership and
efficacy in their world through self-expression.
4. Students must know for whom they are writing and
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audiences should be varied.

5. Students must acquire a S(ense of competency by

achieving individualized goals \[7hich they have helped to
establish.

6. Students must envision wri
iting teachers as

communication assistants and no| a error hunters or fault
finders.

7. Students must use all stages of the writing
process.

8. Students must learn that i^riting is a messy,
flexible, and ongoing process of
9. Teachers must foster the

revision.

Critical perception that

the fundamental purpose of proofireading, editing, and

revision is to clarify meaning f(or clear communication
and not to make a paper estheticsally appealing.

10. Teachers must write to model the practice of what
they teach.
11. Teachers must model the

alue that writing

provides for self-expression by >»riting for their
students to communicate to their students.
12. Teachers must use discret;
ion in choosing

literature so that reading relates to students'

experiences, concerns, sociocultural situatedness, evokes

students emotions, stimulates critical analysis and
evaluation, and encourages problem-solving skills.
Literature which examines sociocultural issues and the
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dilenmias of the human condition provide this type of

reading.
13. Teachers must be mindful

of the sociocultural

context of their students* homes, communities, and the

classroom when choosing objectiyes, methods, and
activities, and when evaluating the progress of their
students.
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Project Design

With these 13 critical motivational factors in mind
the purpose of this project is (a) to examine methods and

activities which encourage positive adolescent attitudes
and particularly at-risk students' attitudes towards
writing and promote a desire to write among

underachieving students; (b) discover approaches which
will motivate student concern f or clarification of

meaning so that content will also improve; (c) foster

student ownership and enjoyment of writing which is
elaborated, meaningful, and val uable to students and
their readers.
Objectives

In designing this project, my objectives were to

convey the following messages to students: (a) Writing is
an enjoyable means of corramunication; (b) Writing is a
messy process and we must use a

flexible process to produce writing which is meaningful
to ourselves and our readers; (c) We must continually
practice writing to improve written self-expression; (d)
Writing improves thinking. Our writing and writing of

professional authors can influejice the thoughts and
actions of other people; and (e) Meaningful writing is

worth sharing, saving, and analyzing.

We can use our own

writing to evaluate our own progress and set goals to
improve writing.
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To accomplish these objectives, I developed and
implemented four activities for this project.

These are:

(a) student letter exchange; (b) writing workshop; (c)
literature logs in conjunction with reading The Crossing',

and (d) student self-evaluation s of their writing.

These

activities are based on theory, my review of the
literature, my teaching experiehces, and my observations

of the attitudes, behaviors, and sociocultural
characteristics of the student ]?opulation of the middle
school at which I teach.

I will describe these

activities in the following section.
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Methods

Description of the Setting and Subjects

The nine hundred and seventy-four students attending
this city school are from middl e-class and working-class
families.

Twenty-five percent of those enrolled receive

government assistance.

Thirty-tsight percent of the

students are Hispanic, 36% percent are Anglo, 18% percent
are Black, and six percent are J\sian.
Students' assignments to classrooms are intended to

create heterogeneous groups, bul: many teachers note that

student behavior, attitudes, academic performance, and
records indicate that students in some classes seem to

form homogeneous groups of underachieving students.
Approximately 61% of my students have suffered the
trauma of divorce and are step-children or come from
single-parent homes.

This is a high percentage and I

suspect that this figure strongl;y influences student
behaviors and student performanc<e in my classroom.
Most students are enthusiastic about the social

opportunities that school provid es, but the prevailing
student attitude does not value scholarship.

Most

students exhibit what I can best describe as an "anti-

scholar" attitude.

Each time I complete grade reports,

one of my comments for at least eighty-five percent of
the students is that their effor t and performance is not

consistent with their ability.
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One of my Anglo students (pfrticipating in this
project) who was a cheerleader this year, demonstrates

the attitude of many students,

She wrote in one of her

letters, "You have to kiss butt around here to get good

grades."

Students who carry b ooks, notebooks,

participate by answering questions in class, and complete
assignments are stigmatized as "nerds," "school girls,"

or "school boys".
priority.

Being "cool" by "kickin back" has top

Teachers consider themselves fortunate when

students arrive with a pencil, and paper contained by a

"Peachie" (heavy paper folder) folded and tucked in a
back pocket.

The thirteen girls and fifteen boys on whom I focused
my attention were in my seventh grade language arts and
reading classroom.

Of these 28 participants in this

project, 14 students were Hispaiiic, nine were Anglo, and
five were Black.

Generally, these were underachieving

and at-risk students.

I can thi nk of only one, an Anglo

girl, Ann, who served as a role model though one Hispanic

boy, Juan, made considerable pro gress at improving both
his academic and social behavior and may soon become a
role model.

Procedures and Activities

From the beginning of this y4ar, I wrote for my
students, I modeled the planning stage, brainstorming
with a cluster, I modeled drafting, and I modeled
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revisions.

Together, we practiced the writing process,

The stage at which I have alway;^
is drafting.

met the most resistance

As I wrote on the overhead transparency,

thought of a better word or bet er sentence structure,

and crossed out to rewrite, stu<|ients writing at their
desks always protested.

Moans, groans, sounds of

smudging erasers, and cries of, "why don't you make up
your mind?" arose.
doesn't matter!

And I would always respond, "It

Don't erase!

ijFust cross it out!

This

is just a rough draft!

This is what your draft is

supposed to look like!

This is what you have to do if

you think of a better way to sa

what you want to say

while you are writing."
Though I have most often assigned writing topics with

my obligation to meet curriculait: requirements in mind,
usually for preparation of stat

proficiency or

California Assessment Program ((±AP) tests, or to relate
writing to literature, my assigriments have almost always
asked the student to draw from personal experience.

This

year, as in the past, about one half to three-quarters of
my students complete in-class writing assignments and

one-half to two-thirds complete writing assignments given

as homework.

Many students hav4

balked when told that

the completed assignment should be at least one-half page

in length.

Though I have always asked students to turn

in evidence of their brainstormi ng, rough draft, and at
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least one proofread and revised draft, as in past years,
I often received only one draft

The usual length of complet4d assignments was onethird to one^half of a page of writing lacking

organization, containing many mtechanical errors, and
manifesting content which has usually given me the

impression that the student wrote so she or he could say,
"Yes, I did my work."
After five years of teaching writing with results

which were disappointing to me and my students, my
choices of letter writing, writring workshop, and

literature logs in conjunction with The Crossing, and
student writing evaluations sought to convey the
following messages: (a) Writing is enjoyable; (b) Writing

provides

an opportunity to express our thoughts and

feelings about topics that are important to us; (c)

Writing improves thinking and we can use our writing to
influence the thoughts and actions of other people; (d)
We use the writing process of pi anning, drafting.

proofreading, rethinking, editirig, revising, and
publishing to enable us to communicate so that our

readers can clearly understand cur messages; (e) Writing
is a messy process; (f) We must continually practice
writing to improve communication through writing; and (f)
Meaningful writing is worth saving, analyzing, and can be

used to evaluate our progress,
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Letter Exchange Activity

I selected letter writing tc» minimize some of the
abstract qualities of written speech and to fulfill

several of the requisites I determined as necessary for
fostering meaningful and elaborated writing.

In his

discussion of the complexity of written speech, Vygotsky

(1988) explains that the lack of immediacy of response,
lack of an interlocutor, and the inability of the writers
to know when or if they will be heard or understood are

some of the factors which make written speech more
abstract and more difficult to inaster.

With paired

writing partners, although an immediate response was not
available, an interlocutor was waiting to respond so
students knew that they had an audience and could be

fairly certain that they would ijje heard and would receive
a response.

The student letter exchange served to fulfill the

students' communicative needs ot sharing, confiding,
analyzing, and solving social concerns.

My review of

literature discussed adolescentsi' heightened social
concerns and their need to communicate these concerns to

their peers.

Research also shovfs that the preferred

audience of adolescents is more likely to be their peers.

Hudson (1988) emphasized the stv.dent's need for "adult

like" reasons to write, and many researchers emphasize
the benefits that interaction, a real audience, real
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purpose, student-generated topics, and freedom from

evaluation lend to student writing.

Additionally,

Britton (1987) suggests that a reoccurring exchange of

letters between students will aid students in forming the
natural nexus between reading and writing.
My primary objectives of the letter exchange were to

make writing enjoyable, provide regular opportunities for

student generated topics which would satisfy a genuine
student need for a meaningful written communication

without evaluation of content or mechanics, to provide a
real audience, and to provide quick responses.
I decided to assign points f or letter length because
of the need for clarification of criteria for evaluating

effort, that is, students needecl to know my expectations,

standards, and requirements for grading purposes.

I told

the students that the score thej received for letters
would be based on length and tha t the highest score would
be twenty-five points for a full page of writing.

I also

told them that if (a) they wrote a letter, three quarters
of a page in length, every time they were supposed to do

so; (b) completed four writing w orkshop papers; and (c)
completed all the literature log entries I assigned/ I
guaranteed that they would earn at least a grade ofC for
the semester.

We began our letters by firs

making a list of

possible topics. I wrote my list on an overhead
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transparency and the students made their own lists.

Most

of the students thought they should begin with some sort
of description of themselves,

twenty different topics.

Dur lists included about

Next, I wrote a letter to an

imaginary friend on the overhead transparency as students
watched.

Then, students wrote bheir own letters,

As they wrote, I moved around t tie room assigning letters
of the alphabet for identificat Lon purposes.

I told the

students that they could make ub fake names if they
wished.

I was hoping to keep the partners anonymous.

My

reason for doing so was to minimize anxiety some
apprehensive writers might feel about another student
identifying writing faults.

I collected the letters from

first period students and passed them out to third period
students.

When each student finished his or her

replying letter, he or she stapled this letter to the
received letter, these letters vrere collected, and I

evaluated and scored them on theiir length.

A day or two

later, students on the receivinci end, once again
responded and the process repeated.

The students wrote

letters twice a week for about 25 minutes.
Writing Workshop Activity

A systematic implementation of writing workshop, the

second component of my writing program, incorporates many
factors that I have determined to be essential to
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stimulating meaningful and elaborated written

communication.

Writing workshop combines the benefits of

social interaction, real audiences (peers and teachers or

others if students choose), student-generated topics,
promotion of ownership, and regularly scheduled practice

of the writing process prescribed by many authors in the
literature review.

Vygotsky, (1988) theorizes tlhat social interaction
promotes cognitive development.

He explains:

It is the "collision of our thoughts with the

thoughts of others that engej:aders

thought and calls

for verification....

It is hardly possible t|o

express better the

idea that the need for logical thinking and the
search for truth in general come from the
communication between the consciousness of a child

and the consciousness of others... It [the idea]
also closely resembles the thesis of Alexander

Bogdanov that the objective character of physical
reality, as it is present on our experience, is

ultimately verified through the social organization
of the experiences of others (p. 48).

Stimulation of cognitive development is a serious need
of at-risk students I teach and they need the thoughts,

opinions, and suggestions, and ijaterest

encourage their own writing.

Mo reover

of their peers to

there are few
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students who will choose to write by themselves when they

have the opportunity to enjoy tlfie interaction with
friends as they write,
I told the students that I would evaluate their

writing workshop papers on theii" ability to improve
clarity, content, details and el;aboration in their
revised drafts.

We discussed cJ arity, content, and

details, and elaboration as we h[iave

many times in the

past.

Prior to this, I had explained elaborated writing as
writing in which the writer spec-ifies, describes, and
provides details which express tlhoughts and/or feelings,
or creates pictures.

Details incelude (a) sensory words;

(b) original thought; (c) exampl es; (d) facts; and (f)
precise verbs, nouns, adjectives, etc.

I have explained

writing with meaningful content as work in which the
writer demonstrates at least one of the following

characteristics; (a) a display o:f genuine enthusiasm for
and commitment towards her or his topic; (b)

demonstration of a deliberate ati:empt to convey her or
his thoughts on paper; (c) evocation of an emotional

response from the reader by making the reader smile,

laugh, cry, fear, feel anger, sympathize, etc.; (d) in
some way stimulates an intellectual response; (e) in some
way rewards the reader for having read the composition.

For this project, I scheduled writing workshop for at
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least three 40-minute periods e^ch week of the last

quarter.

In this workshop, students practiced all stages

of the writing process which inq lude brainstorming for
topics, writing a rough draft, teading, contemplating and

discussing what they wrote, pro <f)freading, revising,
rewriting, and publishing.
I supplied three sheets of w orkshop guidelines to
assist the students as they worked, explained these

guidelines, and gave the studenis
questions.

an opportunity to ask

Then, we brain stoi^med

for topics.

I

emphasized the need for choosing topics that students
thought were important to themseIves and that I wanted

them to express their feelings 4bout their topics.

As I

wrote my list on the overhead tif-ansparency, students made

their own lists.

Then, we shar4d our ideas.

Next, on a

transparency, I brain stormed about my garden and then

began a draft.

After I finished my draft, the students

began their own brainstorming a:rid then started their
first drafts.

During the brainstorming portion of this process,

students could work by themselv€^s or with a peer.

They

drew a cluster (sometimes called a web or a diagram) of

their main ideas and supporting details or they wrote an
outline.

Ideas of the cluster d an

be numbered to

organize the order of ideas for writing the rough draft,

During the drafting stage of writing workshops, the
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objective is for the writer to "/rite his thoughts without
worrying about errors.

While w riting the draft or when

the draft is finished, students in writing workshops can

ask for assistance from peers o tr the teacher.

After

finishing the draft, students u ed their guidelines to

have a conference with their pe 5rs, to read, contemplate,
proofread, and revise their dra its.

I usually helped,

students with their writing aft4r they had completed
their first revision.

When they completed their second

revision, they or one of my stugent, teacher assistants
published (typed) this revision for display or for safe

keeping, along with brainstormiijig, drafts, and revisions,
in their writing folder.

I sometimes began writing workshop by asking students
to first write without talking for about ten minutes, but
realizing the need for flexibili ty and the possibility

that students may need the help of a peer at the

beginning of the session, I usually allowed students to
hold conferences when they neede d to do so.
Although I needed to Observe the students as they

worked, when I began the worksho p, I fully intended to
model writing as my students wrote.

Perhaps, if my

students were more skilled in writing and assisting each

other, I would have been able to carry out my intentions.'

Every time I thought I might begin writing, someone would
ask for assistance.

Peer editors missed a great many
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changes that were needed and so I always spent a
considerable amount of time wit 1 each student who asked

for help.
When a student and I held a

conference about a paper,

I first asked her or him to rea<ji the entire paper to me.
Then, I began to question about certain parts that I did

not understand or parts that contained mechanical errors.
I was usually able to lead the student into finding the

areas needing clarification or (jjorrection.

I tried to

help students by having them te]

trying to say, or what the correction should be to

clarify meaning.

The students made the changes on their

papers.

At least once a week, I presented a mini lesson.

I

made a transparency of one of tlie best student papers and
asked students to select and discuss the best features of

this paper.

Then, using the same transparency, we

proofread to clarify meaning and, I tried to use time
discussing the most typical typess of errors students

made.

Because I selected examplies which were the best

writing, other students were pos;itively impressed.

The

author of the paper being read sieemed proud and appeared

to have benefited from the commelints

and students'

suggestions for changes.

Though I was often discouraged when students seemed to
take advantage of the freedom to converse, and I worried
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that progress was so slow, ove rii11 I continued to feel

that students were benefiting f om writing workshop.

I

was eager to make a thorough coijn;parison and analysis of
this writing when the quarter ehded.
Literature and Literature Loos Activity

For the third student activity of this project, I

selected literature logs in con|unction with reading The
Crossing.

This is a short nove

in which Gary Paulson

writes of a the relationship be^ween a Mexican orphan who
works the streets of Juarez and a emotionally scared,

drunken sergeant trying to escape his tragic memories of
Vietnam.

Here my objective was to stimulate more

critical thought and critical writing.

Also, I was

hoping to increase the connecti on between reading and

writing through thought provokir g literature that was
relevant to my students.

Gentile and McMillan (1990) puggest that at-risk
students have background knowled ge for texts focusing on
the sociocultural issues and the human condition and that

such literature has particular r elevance to such
students.

They advise that at-risk students frequently

have chaotic home environments wlhich filled with

conflicts.

Gentile and McMillan (1990) explain:

These students have a vist store of prior

knowledge and experience whi ch polarizes issues such
as good and evil, love and indifference, kindness
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and malevolence, joy and sorrow, perseverance and
surrender, purpose and aimlessness, belonging and
alienation, hope and despair , vitality and lethargy,
loyalty and treachery, gener osity and greed.

forthrightness and dishonesty, proper ambition and
exploitation (p. 387).
When I considered the socioc ultural context of my

student's lives, I decided that The Crossing would
provide more relevance than the Red Pony, a required

reading for seventh grade studer ts.

Because half of my

students were Hispanic and like] y knew much about the
plight of friends or relatives 1 iving in Mexico, I
thought Paulson's novel would st imulate critical thought

for evaluative writing.

I also introduced The Crossihg the first week of the
last quarter.

I told the students that I would evaluate

their oral responses and their 1iterature log responses

on their ability to show comprehension of the story,
their demonstration of critical thinking, and their

ability to support responses wit ti evidence from the story
where this was appropriate.
As a pre-reading activity for this short novel, to

provide! more background knowledge for all of my students,

we discussed aspects of the illegal border crossings of
Mexicans and other Hispanic's from other Hispanic
countries.

For another prereadi.ng activity, I showed
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the film. El Norte, which deals with the illegal entry

and difficult adjustment of two refugees from El

Salvador.

Next, we discussed thie setting of the novel.

Then, we took turns reading alovi.d,

Each day, before we started reading, I wrote recall

questions on the board or sometimes, just asked the
questions.

Sometimes students f;
irst answered the

questions in their literature lo<gs and other times we

simply discussed the questions,

I frequently stopped to

ask questions about what would h<appen next, why the

characters acted as they did, or what the characters

might be thinking.

I suspected that because of Paulson's style in this
novel, the students might not kncow which character's
thoughts were being expressed, si0 I questioned students
on this aspect.

The students weire sometimes inpatient

with my questioning, but I found,
, from the great length
of time required for us to expla:in the events and action

of the characters, that my student's comprehension of the
story would be inadequate without these discussions,
However, the novel held their at"-ention, they looked

forward to reading it, and few w^re involved with other
activities as we read.

Student Self-evaluation of Writiha

The fourth activity I incorporated into this project
was the students' evaluation of

iheir writing through
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written responses to self-evaluition questions.

The

language arts teachers at my school have been planning
for portfolio assessment and I l^ave attended two

portfolio workshops.

This year

we planned to have the

students evaluate their writing through writing

evaluation questions.

I intend^d that the purpose of

these questions should serve as a metacognitive activity
for students and as tool for stxjident self-evaluation and

setting goals.

Additionally, I realized that such an

activity would be especially usi4ful in assisting me to

assess student perceptions of tl|e writing activities
which were part of this project
I composed five questions abjjut

writing activities and

one question which asked students to select three writing

workshop papers to save in their portfolios.

I asked the

students to explain their reasons for saving these

assignments.

Students complete d these evaluation sheets

during the last week of school.
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Result

For the purpose of examining the results of this
project, I evaluated the exchange of student letters,

students' completed writing workshop assignments,
students' literature journals, ind students' own
evaluation of their writing whi qh has become part of
their writing portfolios.
Student Letter Exchange

The purpose of the student 1 etter exchange was, for

the most part, to motivate enjo yment of writing through
social interaction, to provide

known and non

threatening audience, and to th^reby

increase the amount,

frequency, and practice of writing.

As I had hoped,

almost all students looked forward to this activity,
On this first day that stude^ts wrote their letters,

some students wrote full pages
shorter lengths, and spent 10 t

nd a variety of other

30 minutes writing.

Six

of my underachieving students, however, did not write at
all.

Juan, another underachievi ng student who was

beginning to show a little more invQlvement, wrote a

letter one-quarter of a page in length.
The greatest problem resul,ted from absent students,
but we continued with this activ ity twice a week,
Students who did not receive letters became indignant and

discouraged.

This was particula rly frustrating for the

underachieving students, but con tinued switching of
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partners was entirely too confusing and also ineffective,

I felt their frustration, but wd th my encouragement and
attempts to humor them, most coritinued to persist with at

least a few sentences.

Though I told students they

should write letters at home if they were absent, no

student followed this suggestion,

Therefore, absenteeism

was a primary factor in the low letter writing rate of
some students.

The others who seldom wrote, when they

were present, were students who continued with their

practice of avoidance of writing
Although many students did not write as much as I had
hoped, one student, Juan, who seIdom wrote before this
project began, wrote thirteen tiImes.

Lisa, who had not

completed any writing assignments prior to the beginning

of this project, wrote regularly and increased the length
of her writing time once she was able to write to her

friend in the third period class

This last detail

demonstrates the beneficial effects of small changes.

Most often, students wrote about their families

friends, memories, and school adtivities.

For the most

part, students slightly increasei: the amount that they
wrote as the project progressed,

Those who usually

completed writing assignments in the past, showed the

greatest increase in the amount that they wrote.

While

students enjoyed sharing responses from their partners
with their friends, during letter writing sessions, most
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students worked quietly and mosi were usually on task.

Frequently, throughout the quarl^er, as they entered the
room, my students asked, "Do we get to write letters

today?"

Often, if letters were not in the lesson plan.

they expressed disappointment.
Seven out of 28 students in the targeted

underachieving group wrote letters in each of the 14
letter-writing sessions of this project.

Ten students

wrote between 9 and 13 letters, 6 students wrote between
4 and 8 letters, and

5 students wrote 3 times or less.

I consider this letter exchange to be very useful in
stimulating enjoyment of writing, providing a definite
sense of audience for adolescent writers, and as

especially useful in demonstrating the self-expressive

and social function of writing.
Writing Workshop

The writing workshop portion of this project served to
accomplish several objectives,

It was to provide a

relaxed, regularly scheduled time for writing,
interaction on student selected topics and a definite

audience because the students kn w their peers and I

would be reading what was writte

Self-selected topics

were to help foster the desire to write.

I frequently worried during writing workshop because I
see learning time as extremely valuable and the students
I teach tend to talk about other topics when given the
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freedom to work together.

I alio worried that some

students might balk as they entered the room and saw that

writing workshop was again scheduled on the chalkboard.
However, most students began to accept this frequently

scheduled writing activity and liecame engaged from the
start.

Most students stayed on task and made acceptable

progress though some could have used time more wisely,
After three weeks of worksho p, some students still had

not finished one complete page of writing.

Nevertheless,

I was extremely pleased with the content, appearance of

voice, details, and meaningfulness of some of the writing

that some of the students produced.

Additionally, a few

of the students who had produced little or no writing
began, ever so slowly, to write.

Juan who had turned in two wijriting assignments during
the entire past three quarters, finished three papers
covering about three-fifths of a page after five weeks,
After he turned in his first assignment, I asked him if
he knew what he should do next,

He replied, "Start

another paper."

When I asked what he should xjise to start writing, he
answered, "My topic list.

Can I write about my second

favorite topic?"
Relieved and pleased that he did not rebel, in a

matter of fact manner, I responded, "Sure, any topic you
want."
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To my amazement he then quesjtioned, "Can I work on one
at home?"

This response was a real surjprise, but again I
replied, "Sure you can."

I do liiot believe that he did

ever begin a writing assignment at home, but just his

thought of doing so was enough tl*o make a red letter day.
Juan and Enrique sat by each other as they wrote,
Enrique also seldom turned in wr;iting assignments.

When

Enrique asked Juan for advice on his second paper, Juan

was able to show Enrique where h«e had drifted off his
topic.

Very gradually, while lij
stening and reading rough

drafts, I found evidence that so|pme

students were helping

each other.

Writing workshop provided practice of the writing
process.

In this activity, students used guidelines and

peer and teacher conferences to choose topics,

brainstorm, write rough drafts, contemplate, revise.
rewrite, and share their writing,

They learned and

accepted that planning, drafting,
, proofreading,
correction, and revision were fl exible processes

necessary to clarify meaning.

C:.tianges made in rough

drafts and revisions demonstrated that peer conferences
and student-teacher conferences lelped students as they

wrote or revised.

Students' revised drafts seems to show

that peer interaction assisted s ;udents in understanding

that revision helps to clarify.
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Each time, when a student an d I held a conference and

I hesitantly handed a student a red or green pen for

corrections and revisions, he or she made the changes
without reservations.

The students never seemed to

suffer from this process.

They continued to return for

the same type of help and always rewrote papers at least

once.

They acknowledged the need for change to clarify

meaning.

They learned that writing is a messy and

malleable process requiring seve ral revisions for the
purpose of clear self-expression
I have become convinced that until the type of

students I have gain more experience with and knowledge

about clarification of meaning a nd the myriad of errors
that can interfere with clear written communication,

teacher corrections by themselves accomplish very little,
Consequently, peer editing and correcting, teacher

conferences (though very time consuming), and whole class

corrections through mini lessons, seem to be the only
solutions for the time being.

Thirteen students accomplished the goal of completing
the 4 writing assignments for this project.

Five

students completed 3 papers, 5 students completed 2
papers,

3 students completed 1 paper, and 2 students did

not complete any writing worksho]> papers.

However, the

success of those who had written at all until this

project is more revealing.
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Four students who had not completed more than two
assignments for the last three c:uarters of the school

year, completed all four assign4ents. The letter
exchange with her friend seemed to have been especially

helpful in stimulating Lisa's iiiterest to also write in
writing workshop.

Though she had not turned in any

writing assignment all year, she was one of these four

at-risk four students who completed all four of these

workshop assignments.

Three students who seldom wrote,

completed all four assignments, and three who had
previously turned in one or no assignments, completed

three assignments.

Additionally, all of these at-risk

students completed at least one revision and a second

draft without complaints.

The papers of all of the at-

risk students were usually about three-quarters of a page
in length and were not more than a page in length,

Students have who usually turned in writing assignments
frequently increased the length or their writing by at

least one-half of a page.

Some ^rote fiction stories

over three pages in length

Moreover, through students* 4oiicern for their own
self-selected topics, their desc riptions using sensory

words, examples, more precise vo cabulary, and expression
of feelings and thoughts, they added elaboration which
made their writing meaningful to themselves and their
audience.
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The Crossing and Literature Logs

Most students looked forward to our reading and

discussion sessions of The Crossing and only a few
complained that this novel was boring.

However, the

literature log responses to my questions were, for the
most part, disappointing.

Nineteen out of the 28

students in the target class turned in their logs for
evaluation.

One student earned a score of 90%, one

student earned an

85%, two stud ents earned 80%, one

earned 75%, one student earned 65%, four earned 60%, and
the remainder earned from 55% to 5%.

Most of my literature questions for their log entries
involved critical thinking.

I usually incorporate

considerable prompting when the whole class practices

discussions in this level of questioning.

Because other

activities for this project invoIved cooperative learning
and interaction, I selected indi vidual responses for

literature journals.

I thought that Gary Paulson's

fairly simple writing style, topics, and themes would be
culturally familiar and relatively easy for the students

On the contrary, many did not respond to my literature
questions or did not demonstrate critical evaluation when

they did respond.

Often students failed to address the

most significant parts of questions.

The responses of

only a few of the more experienced writers and readers

gave evidence of critical thinking.

However, my students
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usually have difficulty with prqividing written critical
evaluation of literature.

Lack of success with this

particular portion of this proj ct most likely reflects
their difficulty with critical

4valuation and immature

writing abilities rather than th eir interest in the novel
that we read.

Writing Evaluation Questions

Though their responses to

the

writing evaluation

questions, students reaffirmed w hat their changed

attitudes and participation in the project activities
demonstrated.

Because I wanted to give students all

available time to write during the quarter, I passed out
these writing evaluation questions on the Tuesday and
Wednesday of the last week of school.

Knowing of the

holiday mood that the students w ould be feeling, I was

worried about their response to this requirement assigned

at the very end of the school year.

However, X was

surprised and pleased with the seriousness of their

attitudes and effort as they exa mined the contents of
their writing folders and responded to the questions,

In the targeted, 1 ow-achievii|ig

class, seven students

did not respond to the questions of the evaluation sheet
and seven others did not respond to all questions.

The

responses of two students were i rrelevant to the

questions.

I have prefaced the following discussion of

student responses with my questi ons from the writing
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evaluation form.

Question 1:

Please discuss your opinions of writing.

What opinions did you have about[ writing at the beginning
of this school year?

Have your opinions changed and, if

so, how and why do you think thesy have changed?
Eleven students answered that they had not enjoyed or
valued writing at the beginning of the year, but now did

so.

One student replied that sh<e had always enjoyed

writing and would continue to so

Two students replied

that they still do not like to wjrite.

The students* responses to this question, shown in
Figure 1, (p. 83) demonstrate th at increased writing
practice and self-selected topics significantly

influenced their feelings and opinions about writing,
Students evince gained confidence and many now believe

that writing is an enjoyable process.

Question 2:

Have other students in this class helped

you with your writing?

If so, please explain the ways

that someone has helped you.

Eighteen students responded tjhat their friends had
helped them to write when they "got stuck," could not
spell a word, needed ideas or de-:ails, and helped to

proofread and find mistakes.

One of the more competent

students responded that friends did not help with
writing.

The students' responses to this second

Figure 1.
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Students' opinions of writing
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question, in Figure 2, (p. 85) v erify that they thought
their peers were helpful in proofreading, assisting in

spelling, making suggestions whe n they "got stuck,"
identifying personal qualities of peers who became
characters in fiction stories, a nd by showing each other

where to add dialogue.

Question 3:

Do you think thcit your writing has

improved this year?

Why or why not?

your writing has improved.

Please explain how

Why io you write better now?

Thirteen students thought tha.t they wrote better and
believed this was due to changed feelings towards

writing, more practice, more time to write, choosing
their own topics, more of their own effort, and adding
more details.

Additionally, the students described

evidence of improvement as enjoyment of writing,
increased length of their papers, being able to finish,
improved writing grades, more details, "better words,"

and passing their paragraph proficiency test.
In Figure 3, (p. 87) students cite evidence of
improved writing as fewer errors

increased length.

passing proficiencies, and a raised grade.

They believe

this improvement results because they now enjoy writing,

have been "practicing alot," and have had help from
"diferen people."
Question 4:

best at doing?

What kind of writing do you think you are

What are the typ«!S or writing we have
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Figure 2.

Students' opinions abolut the helpfulness of

their peers during writing workshop.
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done that you most enjoy?
strengths?

What are your writing

What problems do you have when you write?

What goal or goals do you want to establish (set) for

your next quarter (or year) of w riting?

Many students thought that writing true stories about
their family, friends, experiences, and letters were the
most enjoyable types of writing,

and a few preferred fiction.

Some preferred poetry

(Students have a habit of

identifying everything the write as a "story" so unless
they are specific, I found diffi culty in learning the

type of writing they most enjoyed).

Goals students

established were to write longer and more papers, or
"stories," add more details, write with fewer errors,

write faster, and to improve spelling.
I consider self-selected topi cs as one of the most

significant factors in stimulating the student's desire
to write.

Student responses to this question, shown in

Figures 4 (p. 89) demonstrate that students enjoy writing
when they write about topics thai: matter to them and

influence their lives.

Repeated

that writing about themselves, tljieir friends, their
families and their experiences provided enjoyable
writing.

Question 5:

As your teacher, what have I done to help

you with your writing?

do to be more helpful?

What, if anything, could I
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Figure 3.

Students' beliefs about their improvement in

writing.
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The students replied that 1 helped most by assisting
them in finding their errors, helping them to think of
the "right" words, and giving individual help and time to
students.

Many students did not respond to this question

and only a two had suggestions fior ways I could be more

helpful.

One student who said sihe did not like writing

thought I could give more encourjiagement.

Another student

wanted more help with spelling.

In their responses to this question, shown in Figure
5, (p. 90) the students acknowledge the malleable quality
of the writing process.

They ha\ve learned that a first

draft is destined for revision a:
nd this understanding

seems to have encouraged express:
ion of ideas, memories,
feelings, and imagination with c(onfidence that succeeding
drafts will clarify the thoughts they wish to
communicate.
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Figure 4.

Students* favorite ty pes of writing.
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Students' demonstrate accept and understand

Figure 5»

the malleable process of writing.
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Conclusi<>ns

Both my students and I benefited from this project.

Although the activities I implenjented to stimulate
student enjoyment of meaningful writing were not

completely successful, I am pleased with the results.
In the future, I intend to use a 11 of these activities in

my language arts and literature classrooms.

One student, Juan, wrote in one of his writing
workshop papers, that my class w as fun.

I never expected

such a compliment from this student who very seldom wrote

until the last quarter of this school year, and was a
discipline problem throughout the first semester of the
school year.

I believe that the student letter exchange

was instrumental in making writi ng "fun" for Juan and
many other underachieving students.

Because I did not

evaluate the content or mechanics of these letters.

though I did assign higher score s to longer letters,

students were not inhibited by f ears of mistakes,
Because social interaction is a primary objective of

these middle school students, th ey did not perceive this

activity as work, but rather as jan enjoyable activity
fulfilling a social need.

Another noteworthy observatic^n is my students'
indifference to the lower grades assigned for shorter

letters.

Letter length for mos t

of the at-risk students

increased little and seems to reaffirm my contention, at
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least at this point, that grades are not significant
incentives for underachieving students.

They wrote until

they had expressed whatever they felt the need to express
and then stopped writing.

The students who expressed

desire to earn higher scores on their letters were the

ones who had earned a grade of

or better throughout the

year.

Because of my past experiences with writing
assignments, I expected student to balk when they entered
the room, looked on the chalk bo ard, and saw that writing

workshop was again a scheduled a ctivity.

Twice a week,

letter writing usually preceded writing workshop and I
think that the enjoyable unconst rained activity of letter
writing helped to ease students into writing workshop,

In addition, because writing was taking up more class

time, I was the center of attentii
ion
time.

much less of the

The permitted interaction between students made

writing much more inviting than listening to me.

Their

choice of topics and the advice of peers was an

additional boon to this activity
Student acceptance of the dis liked requirement of

proofreading and revision and the actual improvement on
more than surface-level errors sjich

as spelling and

capitalization is more difficult to explain.

My

difficult self-restraint on prom]
ipting students to work

faster was likely a factor in pr moting a relaxed
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atmosphere needed for writing of apprehensive students,
One student, Esteben, sat at his desk with his pencil

in hand and a few words on his pkper, until the next to
the last week of the quarter,

|it the beginning of that

week, I gave the students my grajie

book report of the

nvimber of papers each student st 11 needed to complete,

Esteben still needed to complete all four of the required
papers.

Without a doubt, much o

his interaction with

peers had not involved discussion of his topic or

writing, but I continued to try

o be patient,

The next day, he turned in an assignment.

Esteben and

Luis, another one of my students who was just beginning

to learn some basic mechanics an<|l gain confidence with
writing, were also enrolled in a Study lab.

teaching the study lab informed

A colleague

e that Luis had assisted

riii'

Esteben with completing his firsi

paper in the study lab.

In class, for the next week, Lui

sat next to Esteben and

helped him to complete two more
were due.

papers before all papers

Consequently, it seems that my restraint in

not hurrying the students and their interaction with each

other played a primary role in ei^couraging at-risk
students to write.

However, aft r students have acquired

confidence with writing, I believ e that most students,
even those with less experience, should be able to

complete more than four papers, (three- quarters of a
page in length) in nine weeks.
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Although not every student p^rticipated

in the writing

evaluation activity ahd some did not answer all of the
evaluation questions, I believe that the students*

efforts towards responding to the writing evaluation
questions were successful, usefu1 to themselves, and

especially useful to me.

Responding to their own writing

was easier than responding to literature because they are

naturally more familiar With it and they can understand
their own writing and their peers' writing more easily
than they can understand literature.

Though I need to

investigate methods for assisting literature responses, I

can now see that responses to their own and other

students' writing might be first steps towards more
successful literature logs.
The students gave serious att;ention to the writing

evaluation task because they had begun to regard writing
as a useful, valuable, and an en joyable activity.

The

preservation of their work made it more meaningful and

motivated responsibility to self evaluate what they had

written.

The evaluation process also provides

individual benchmarks and goals to start off their next
period of writing when they return to school.
I believe that the activities I implemented, for the

most part, successfully achieved the objectives of this

project (see p. 60).

The students' (a) enthusiasm for

writing letters; (b) their conte:nt with writing workshop
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activities; (c) the effort of many to complete the

required number of writing assignments; and (4) their
responses to the writing evaluation questions demonstrate
that they now perceive writing a 5 an enjoyable means of
communication and have begun to understand that continued

writing practice improves self-expression
The students' willingness to brainstorm, write drafts,

proofread, edit, revise, and rewirite several drafts
demonstrates that they now perceive writing as a messy
and flexible process of revision which leads to more

precise self-expression.

The students' willingness to (a) read, contemplate,

rewrite; (b) offer suggestions fbr improvement of their
peers' writing; and (c) their serious participation and

responses to the writing evaluation sheet also manifests
the process of improving writing through thought.

More

methods and practice are needed t:o help students to
realize the influence that professional writing has upon
the thoughts and actions of others.

Additionally, the students' (ia) enjoyment of sharing

writing with peers; (b) their serious responses to the
writing evaluation questions; and (c) their participation

in the collection and selection cif writirig to save in
their portfolios helped them to value their writing,

appreciate their progress, and eajtablish goals for
improvement.
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I can only suggests possible explanations for a few
students' continued avoidance of writing.

Teachers on my

middle school team have implemented both positive and
negative reinforcement to change the inappropriate and

disruptive behavior of these students which has continued
through this entire school year.

These students who did

not write seem not to relate to other school subjects as

well and were also unproductive

other classes.

do not seem to realize the value of learning.

They

Perhaps,

they do not perceive their experiences as valuable
writing topics or, perhaps, they

are not able to

translate their experiences into the school language.

It

may be, that as of yet, they are unable to connect their

sociocultural experiences with school's purpose of
providing a means for fulfillment of their physical
needs, emotional needs, social needs, and future.
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Implications

The social need to communicalt.e effectively motivates
adolescent and at-risk students to write.

The letter

exchange activity increased many of my underachieving
adolescent students' interest in writing because they did

not have to worry about teacher evaluation of their

written self-expression and were relatively assured of a

known and responsive audience.

Regularly scheduled, unrushed, and frequent writing
workshops, in which students hel]?ed each other through
conferencing assisted by guidelines, seems to have
lessened at-risk students' anxiety about writing.

Student-teacher conferences, peei: conferencing, and
manifestations of peer interest :Ln each others' work

encouraged at-risk students to wirite and helped these
students to realize that proofreading, editing, and
revision are necessary steps in the writing process for
the purpose of clarifying meaning so that written
expression can be better understood.
Students' freedom to select their own topics and

genres significantly reduces the difficulties most

student have when writing.

The need and desire to convey

the significance of personal interests and concerns

relevant to their sociocultural backgrounds and feelings
stimulates the efforts of many aciolescent and at-risk

students to produce clear and moie elaborated writing
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which is meaningful to both themjslelves

and their

audience.

Portfolios and student self-a ssessment provide
students with the sense that wri ting which is to be

preserved has value.

The collec ion of improved work,

completed over a period of time, manifests student's
individual accomplishments.

The process in which

students choose writing to save in portfolios, and

writing to discard, helps studen ts

to see their

improvements and discover types bf writing which satisfy
their individual communicative n(seds.

Students*

evaluation of their own work hel]>s them to see success

and establish writing goals for

the future,

This project has implications for state, district and
teacher selection of writing cur3"iculum and assessment of

student progress in writing. Th^
situatedness of students should

sociocultural

i^ignificantly influence

state, district, and teacher dec sions about curriculum

and methods of writing instructi(bn.

With awareness and

concern for the sociocultural si1;uation of their

students, teachers can provide ijjxstruction,

objectives,

assignments, and activities, which foster a desire to
participate, cooperate, and to c bmplete assignments.

By

taking these measures, teachers cpan accurately assess

student progress and provide man

minority, at-risk, and

other types of low-achieving studlents

with a sense of
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accomplishment needed for further endeavors.

Though state tests and specif ically the CAP test do
attempt to provide prompts which relate to students'

interest or experiences, CAP proifnpts are considerably
lacking when they attempt to evaluate student writing

abilities. With the random dispersal of CAP writing
prompts at testing time, students are unlikely to be
fortunate enough to receive a test prompt which is

relative to his sociocultural experiences and situation.
Consequently, such testing appears to inaccurately assess
the abilities of many students and burdens them with the
feeling of failure for which thejf may not be responsible.
Previews of the future CAP writing assessment tests do
not appear to be much more promising because of their

lack of relevance to the lives of: many students.

Moreover, with the pressure ffor

successful class and

school Cap scores that the state and local school

districts impose on teachers, practice on CAP types of

prompts becomes part of the currijiculum.

Though various

types of writing such as the CAP report of information,

analysis and speculation of effedts, biographical sketch,
etc. may be useful to some students in the future and may

be types of writing which need tq be practiced, writing

to succeed on the CAP test frequelntly becomes an end in
itself.

Such a practice ignores the natural reason to

write and establishes the potential to discourage or
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stifle many students' desire to write.

In sumimary,
' I

educators should use theory, wis dom,

knowledg^, available
i

research, and give serious consi deration

to th|e

sociocultural situation of their students wheh they plan
lessons and assess student writi

In conclusion, educators who wish to stimulate
adolescent desire to write should provide regularly

scheduled, unrushed, interactive writing practice which

focuses on topics that are relev ant to students' needs

and sociocultural experiences

Teachers must model

writing and convey the message t lat all stages; of the

flexible writing process are req aisite to clealrly express
what is meaningful to the writer so that his ot her
writing will bring self-satisfac tion and, in so doing, if
he or she so desires, have influence upon the header.
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Appendix A:

Sample of Student

Letters
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Sample of Student Letters
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Sample of Student Letters
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Appendix B:

Writing Workshop Guideiines

ACTITITIES FOR WRITING THE
%

1. Add any new topic you have thought of t<j> your topic list.
2. Add CKiditional ideas you want to use to

discuss a

particular topic.

3. Begin a new draft* or add to or revise ^ current draft. CLimit of
three different topics at one time).

4. Edit a draft for a problem you have identified.
5. Brainstorm ideas for a new a topic from your topic list.

6. Write about any new experiences* observetions* or thou^ts you
have had to help you think of a topic if you are having trouble
finding something about which to write.

7. Illustrate one of your completed papers.
ACTiVXTlES FOR OOHFTREliCE TIME

1. Continue with one of the above adtivitie^ Cl-7)
2. Have a conference with a friend for ideas or suggestions

about

what you are writing

3. Participate in a group conference.

4. If you can show evidence of good progres^ in your writing, you
may ask for permission to help a friend fith an illustration
if he or she asks for help.
VARIATIOHS OF PEER OR GROOP CONFEREMCES

1. Topic Conference: Examine one of your t<»pics with a friend
Try to discover what it is about a topic that is meaningful
to you and why. Take notes or make a cluster as you do this.

2. Draft Conference: If you reach a roadblock, consult with a
friend for suggestions about how to continue.

3. Revision Conference: Coioplete any of the activities suggested
on your Conference Guidelines sheet.

4. Editing Conference: After first completing your own proofread
ing and editing* ask a friend to proofread or edit for you and
to explain his or her suggestions.

5. Second Revision Conference: Read your pro ofread and edited paper
to a friend for suggestions for further linprovements on this
paper before you rewrite it.
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Writing Workshop Guidelines

CONFERENCE CUXDELIMES: Listen to a friend for one of the followins purposes.

1. Let four partnerCs) tell you the most i^teresting funny, sad,
thoushtful* eaocitinSf frishtenins# etc. parts of your draft.

2. Read your draft and ask your partner to
QIJESnOKS
#.
#.
#.

3. With your partner's sugsestions in mind

think about CONFERENCE
etc. <listed below>

revise what you

believe needs to be changed.

OONFEREMCE OreSTIOMS: llake notes as you dis<niss your draft

1. Listen to ny beginning sentenceCs>.
attention?

Do<^s my leetd catch your

Ifow mi^t I improve it?

2. Are there places uhere I need more information, details, and
esqplanations?

CUake notes on your drafi: at these places.)

3. Are tbere places on my draft vhere you l>ecome confused?
Where and why? Cllake rkotes at these places.)

4. Have I used too mar^ words or rei>eated loyself unnecessarily?

5. Are there parts of my draft that need more description so that
.your senses can help'you Imagine the scene or situation?

If

so, what sensory words mi^t I use? CWoixIs appealing to sight,

taste, touch, hearing, smell).

Take noies.

6- Are my sentences and paragraphs organiz^ the best way for my
purpose for this particular paper?

Tak<^ notes.

7. Should I write more about my feelings or thoughts at any
particular places in this draft?

8. Do I stay on my topic?

9. Do I-have an appropriate ending or how ijiight 1 in^rove it?
10. Is ny title suitable for my draft?
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Writing Workshop Guidelines

PROQFREAOniG and EDITIIIG GOIOELIMES: Make correctlons as you work,

1. Underline any worda you taay have misspel led.

Pay attention to

homophones.

2. Look for mistakes in capitalization or Punctuation.

3. Look for run-*on sentences and fragments.

4. Have you uged pronouns carefully?

Rei

BT that pronouns

often cause confusion.

5. Look for words which may have been left

out.

6. Read to find out if your audience Creaders> might become
confused. Remember that your audience has not had this
experience or may not know anything about this sPbiect.
7. Have you used prcK^ise words Cnouns, we

adWerbsl that describe or explain exactly?

edjsctivsst

If not, replace

with more precise words.

8. Have you organized the best way for your purpose?
9. Are there places in your draft where you should express your
thoughts or feelings about your topic or the situation you are
de^ribing?
10. Have you used too many unnecessary words or repeated yourself
unnecessarily?

11. Are you satisfied with your ending or shbiuld you improve it?

Are you satisfied with what you have wri^^ten
improve it?



or should you
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Appendix C:

Samples of Student Compositions
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Samples of Student Compositions
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Samples of Student Compositions
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Samples of Student Compositions
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Samples of Student Gompositions
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Appendix Dt

Literature Log Questions

, The Crosslnix

Literature Log QuecStions
1.

Again, read page 19 of the Cross!ntg.

Csqplain what

happened under the bridge in the past and what happens
at the present time in the story, Then, in a paragrai^
at least five sentences in length e3q>lain what you think
about this.
2.

Do you think the touristas trt*>

thnew

money are trying

to help the children. Why or why not? Can you think of
a better way for them to help the children? E:q>lain
your answer in a paragraph at least

five sentences in

length.
3.

Do you think the illustrator trfio breated the cover of

The Crossing read this story? Why or why not?

Considering what you know about t^ story, eagolcdn your
answer in a paragraph of at least five sentences.
4.

How would the presence of a

actions if you were shopping at"

affect you and your
le Colton Auction

or at the market in Juarez?
Whajl mi^t you do
differently? Why do you thirdc tl operators of
stalls object to the presence of
»ggars at the
Ebqplain your answer in at least f{•ve sentences*
5.

the
aaarket?


After Manny sees Robert for the s< rond time, as Robert

enters the hotel, what„ do you si _ ise Mamqr is thinking?
Considering iriiat Mani^r knows aboul Robert, do you thitic
he will try to steal from Robert jain? Explain your
answer in paragraph at least five sentences in length,

Support your answer with evidence from the story.

6-

Read the third paragraj^ on page |B2 *rtiich begins. 'Take
care that the snake does not get you
Robert trying to tell Manny.

•*

What is

In his
. story, does the

snake represent anything or anyons? Explain your answer,
using what you know about the story, in a paragraph at
least five sentences in length.

7.

Find a section in The Crossing that appeals to your
senses.

Write the page number of this part in your
Then.

literature log and copy this part in your log.

list at least five words that appeal to your senses and
then esqplain which sense each of the words appeal to.
8.

Read page 81 in the Crossing.

Wab it Robert.

the sergeant^ or both of these chiuracters who attended

the bullfight? Explain *rtiy you decided who it was
attended the bullfight by the way this Cor these)

characters acted.

who
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Literature Log Questions

9.

Why did the sergeant turn back int6 Robert at the
crt is thinking about
bullfight? What do you think Robe:
when he whispers.**...it means nothling. It is for nothing,
Is he glad he came to see the bullfight? Why or why not?
Explain your answer in a paragraph of at least five
sentences.

iO.

Why did lAnanrqr start telling the truth to the sergeant?
On page 105. Robert is thinking tlhs folowing thou^ts:
** When even to think the truth was dangerous, was to show
weakness In the streets or in war--as Robert knew™the boy

was telling the truth.**

If you had be«n a soldier in Tiet:nam who was ordered to
take control of a village, retreat and then take control
of the same village again, after s<being many friends die
and suffer, and this happened repe:
^jatedly. what mi^t your
response and feelings be? What t
h might you want to
tell, who would you want to tell, bnd could this be
dangerous? Why might telling the truth have been dangerous
to the sergeant in such a situatio:n? Esgplain your answer in

a paragraph of at least five sente:itices.

11.

What is the n^or conflict that Mahny faces in this story?
Is this an internal or external co:inflict?

Explain your
answer in a paragrai:^ at least five sentences in length.
12.

Does Ifanny have a new hero at the pnd of this story?
Why or why not? Use chapter 12 of your book to explain
your answer. Be very precise when you explain your
answer in three or more sentences.

13.

If you were the author and you werje writing a se<^el to
The Crossing, idiat would happen ne;ict to Uanny after
the sergeant gave his wallet to Manny and died? Do you
think Manny was able to cross the inorder? Why or urtny
not? What will Manny be doing a day. a week, a month.

a year, and five years form the end of this story?

What

would happen to Mani^ if you wrote a sequel to this story?

14. In a paragraph at least five senten(2'es in length, describe
what life was like in Juarez. Cons Idering what life was
like in Juarez, do you think the coinclusion of The Crossing
was realistic? Why or why not? E:
:x!3lain in,a paragraph at
least five sentences in length.
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Appendix E:

Literature Log Responses

The Crossing
Literature Log Quea tions

1.

Again, read page 19 of the Cross!hS' Esqplain ifhat
happened under the bridge in the p^t and shat happens

at the present tine in the story, Then, in a paragrai^
at least five sentences in length, explain what you think
about this.

•

• -xKc

T" V

u-dsy

vnii dvoon
Olvkj^ "the. Mm6
CMc{ N\cs.r\
K '
)tus+* -r-i
i
v-vv^v-r-^toe.CJ.JUS H

5- .<x\\c.<>+~
3.

ovTe_

Do you think the illustrator who created the cover of
77ie Crossing read this story? Why or why not?
Considering what you know about the story, explain your

answer in a.paragraph of at least ^ive sentences.

c>crtDCP{~
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Literature Log Responses

How would the presence of a beggar ^fect you and your
actions if you were shopping at the Colton Auction
or at the martcet in Juarez?
Hhat ilnight you do
differently? Why do you think the operators of the
stalls object to the presence of bej]^ars at the market?

4.

^Esqplaln your answer in at least fivt

xJL

sentences. 

AArOyryX
/

JtPOoJ^

Read the third paragrai^ on page GZ which begins. **Take

6.

care that the snake does not get yotk ..What is
Robert trying to tell lianny. In thj.s story, does the
snake represent anything or anyone? Explain your answer,
using what you know about the story, in a paragrai^ at
le^t five sentences in length.

Why did the sergeant turn back into Robert at the
bullfight? What do you think Robert is thinking about
when he tdiispers,**... it"means nothii|ig.

It is for nothing,

Is he glad he came to see the bullftght?

Eigplain your answer in a paragraph
sentences.

i
4^

Why or why not?

f at least five
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Literature Log Responses

If you were the author and you weri writing a
Crossing, what would happen ne!Xt to Manny

13.

wallet to Mtanny

sequel to
after

and died? Do you

border? Why or %rtiy
"ot. Hhat will Manny becross
doingthe
a day,
a week, a month,
years form the end ef this story? What
would happen to Manny
if you wrote a sequel to this story?

X iKlrtk: jprVcyv/ is (fo\ X3

be-hcK/oPy
th^*J lot
ovftcl prolog
q>_T -t>o
Y^yo v\c y qwot':S;0 vnd Y\\C c/
-p^^ p
ovvJol -V^c- Wil/
.'pvoloU/ c^Q'r CL Vc> \o ? (\cl w\a.t)<£_
Wc

Sowx^.

op/c

'nc« uuiM <pO 1r"c
. So^OOf^Vv<M

f?C"^
14.

ecHtc-ofV
"ho berVcJ"\-fi'u C

.



In a paragraph at least five sentenc:

in length, describe
what life was like in Juarez. ConsJ:es
dering what life was

like in Juarez. ck> you think the coinclusion of The Crossing
was realistic? Why or why not? E3qi
lain in a paragraph at
least five sentences in length.

,
U

b>xi:A

^n"3'uoX€:2.
-vor frvosV

Ljas

JC- pQOp.Q.

/—vjjcxs npV.^YioL^Vi m7ne^„
—ijione. ct^S)^^a7c±^-7' cu^fk

bGCauSi2<

^jEiwoatii

uy>g; a/ch<o,f>

(ihtid

.f)k^t^A/Tf plr,n&-~tn Ih^.

L«
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Literature Log Responses

14. In a paraerapti at least five sentences in length, describe
life was like In Juarez. Considei'ing %<hat life was
like in Juarez, do you think the concliision of The Crossins
was realistic? Why or why not? Expl^n In a par agraph at
least five sentences in length.

WJ'fort..

... .

)e£^^jeS!QaOoLle^'
is^JQ^SetBiecasa
tSsci

rj\£0 rpTts^/io

k ^aS^saOj

'aJ<or^
oUdi&L

_.JLc_._.
:AeSfiXx>42

.U)stvs^«A

3P 'rtto..

A'JirM

K iStvC.
i:o ^.C

dtAsJllL-hx^

.f.Cbibal3^_

ito.
.—-Via

4a1S—

—c»Xi—^
-tl

j{:( j(>CV^ao^iiy--—Wfftci.

U

Mi
.yA Af,yrxro^
iccA^ H
2^

:?6ex

3^
'

.yyuACK^B^
^{/2fCh
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Appendix F: Students' Self-Evaluation of Writing
Responses

<*£^<1 <^'t»
ifS^ <aiox.eoojft e
tx>.a
(b 'luicid4[4]louqM

'

<

^

bMOUftf

6>tOtSo^'

*10.0 <>«WUir]

te.«»uJb dWui.

r/oV"
tOBSMi IttUU

*VVmu\x4<mk%^

oJoo^

«(>o9c%Ciu.t)Aa%'«o»k\o*ic^o^^-1.«N8PM

eiH^ c«^y4^«tA(XffujndAwX
■^tfc^A*r->«.v>0UXil

ciaewJc'

V»««uc**MtJ5|<id
^5>A. fly»d*x<Vr'
V:vun»v««^

T^-e^ybyfi of
fife-t© bed- aV
•fui)

ye<^l^

^OaWOk*^

4- jiJB'f

Z+ v/a5"
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Self-evaluation Responses

«vvd!fwi

w
1K<

4v «ocrft*«il
*•^1^ Wfci

f\5ao^<C3dl

Tli-c. v/oo/ .rotvte. koiV-i ivelPe.J f(\-C
if \|A't*l L OVWI
-, u ^ll'<i? «,fe»rJ
fi^\\.\ro^

^CUXVib ^isrvii,an<^

/Voajff^ctvo
A\o^. SiVv^

fAJL.VOCVlX*
"KyvjJUVVlis^ (prvcYjl^

-wM3 te pu3f tneo'cutaa ^»/nd

e^oi^SK^ jiA Y\oc;> tD cJiJ 6A odLoa (jkysyfi
ccor^

to- Al

6c*
djidn^ KrtOu>

<oV\M> /t^ po^ diaU^ oife noto v\dsy
Vcxs>

<y}r>
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Self-evaluation Responses

w.

- - *e-4^*
»^v.

I ^«ar^C

V^s

ytJ NoW-lw oiMe,)y yr'ts-•""'"^
I" h<>V«- irc:^ PY<Kch^^^'^f}

<i§Ss'~^ <5d-V^"r^

C\IO''

Vcsi :i_9^\(t

--^acs Nvf^oi.re X VoiiLciSS^Sert/,.
Cf,-

A.

er\\vv

"Cipck^^ noio H wri(5- <^f>^^l^
iH" hajoQ i'i^p^u<xj) QlWV
vka.^
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Self-evaluation Responses

X- «»**\ <^jo«aQ| olV-vxwvoq

<J^,cv6
o^(.4u.pSp«^
vo uit-Oot, O Vo t

-l^<W
^^^-Ousod.

•^vcn.v(j8ji

OifxJ Molit

writ-iti5 <XWi wy sel-f
koSK&i boil'

Og^b oJdoui^'^l^

^

e»/m feu^ cx^
,rn cohpd vA

M\"-Mu uj-LLhrtft .i\Vi tn/^tTiKr
IV
X
-btun^i5 G(itat/'t/2^
aS ^<Hitii
M awoA.-'X
Wl<>^

cuia;\^ *efe0u4

^

<P cOqoi

<SqU "bo C4>u\iji LorxfJti[Qficyjtieip'Loiu
<3itelU5

^

-^

^

1

'if

xna^

td

/ueit^

-rtW

^Ja

^ Afti-n^
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Self"evaluation Responses

>u

j^O

One? vinpu toVidj J

^sx^c^JiJUy^^ks^ 5ocfU?Bi«hei oOd

Ui^Ur^Ci tL jfs & 4*x»w.W (>
oiood- ^Ck:^:y cXiX\s*>
^ xO

hcmc h^lpici

t Uuo<^
Kwe

Ol cxAo^^" cqa^ QnuH6(^. M ,it'inUUst/Pj
i'
tOVvPn \>6W>
^ r if~a/)d f
jdcidU'

Vv3j>^ -^GcM CC\X_ -lo

vVycm;^ (3i£IcmJLo corvci
ci-<-e/uJbr^ o 'pi.AAO-.

cxj\ oAjisLfcb

onjcnjL^

\U)^

-OJLTd^

"^Ou- !)<»«.Ivelfie-d (lye^ fil>X tv
i'c^k)/)<3,"H-®- "^rm-c. w/H /vK. c^nj OV^Fcif^cl

ci5ou+ /?t/

b^tfen

''

yvxM. \€i3ucJ(\lA/ M

V\okM^

Vo t<rA-OC03- tOLTMSSl

v5\,v<Nj_«,-^Vc>cx^1^:^^

<y1^G^ p\A-V S.t\.V>rvtl t3btJUn<^.

c/n<MxejzJt2)tj
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Self-evaluation Responses

Ooe o\,.

-^ANoirl X

oon6 *0c aA

aIo^UUT. OJOd

oA-aO

do

O-rUL <tJ A:Va3L
^

"vic^ -^:)f\lA
oJbroooJo-

YVtonjs^ c>^OyASLM-^Mr»-«.

Sj^iJlXiLoJi.

o-\r\

^
feecaos^

"Y

-n,-^

'^f^\^ v^ev ->^,, oJaaai iUk'^tXfJ

VK.=.
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Self-evaluation Responses

•

•a-Utoeu,-tAMi
Mcojum.^-tofu#
9ihjfj4- Vo tAefiJiMO
-ileAmU^ tO^Avd.
'4/iO <XH^^e/UJI\Jtt ■^^tiZtiV.xJV' W<iK»

.j^s* "-^uuLiO, a/n<A -*>oX«v^
"tVvu

TVu^tt AXovl(.

«

V

**^^,jt4wuiv <j*vo -cfc

'iH'^m^uxuXi/nje^ oJbotd' <*«vv^ytru4/rve*a^ ¥vu«l£««v«o

/ncf Girarjcf^^
^r<<x.u,vi <Xt^4.

•^VoCX^ yatXMX^ 11& K"VA1^. "wi. Cov<. WX^ <3mrf
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